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Large Eastern Farms.
While there is a conspicuous tendency
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When the chicks are old enough to
ruu out of doors they are fed in au outdoor feeder Liaviug four compartments,
cracked com, wheat, oats and dry mash.
When the pullets weigh two pouuds or a
little more they are separated from the
cockerels and fed on the dry mash for
laying heus. The breeds kept are White
Wyandotte* and Single Coiub Kbode
Island Kede. It will be evident that the
one standard aimed at is that of utility,
and whether these birds would win or
not in the show pen, where the point on
the comb or turn of a tail feather would
settle the momentous questiou, tbev are
surely winning in that supreme test of
Tiiese breeds are being kept
real value.
pure and the type maintained. The fact
that for the year closing on April 22,
1910, these six hundred heus paid a net
profit of $2 80 a head, or more than
$1,700, and that this year promises to
lucrease this is proof positive of good
business management. This record can
□ ever be duplicated by any "guess so"
policy, for it rests upon the application
of strict business principles, but auy
man who likes a heu and is ready to devote himself to the details can win out
as truly as our friend at Pittsfield, Ν. H.
The industry is all right.—G. M Twitchell in Tribune Farmer.
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pave in New England an on the
prairies. For fifteen years the battle
bas waged, and his second term of eightyear rotation is about completed, and
hie 350 acre» of tillage bave been brought
His cows
to a high state of cultivation.
ΙβΟ grades—averaged this year 6,330
pound# of tmlk, and the problem is wellnigh solved. Alongside, his son, also
well trained and having years of experience in large business centres, has taken
up the poultry industry iu the same
methodical manner his father bas shown
in his larger operations. This work ou
Wilson Farm by Professor J. W. Sanborn and ho* eon, H. W. Sanborn, must
be reckoned among the important demonstrative work of the last quarter of a
century.
H. W. Sanborn is now in his fourth
year iu extensive, intensive poultry raising, and the story he tells and facts be
presents are important for others to
think over.
From Jan. 1, 1908, to Dec. 81, 1910,
the average of hie six hundred hens was
150 eggs; for 1909 it was 144.9, owing to
the late hatching of bis pullets and keeping over so many old hens. The first
eleven months of 1910 give an average of
I5t> 4ô, aud unless something unforeseen
occurs this will he increased to lt$7 or
188 before the 31st. This is a great
record, when one remembers that one
hundred bens occupy each pen. Trap
nests are used for every hen, so that the
daily record is known. From Nov. 28,
1W7, to Nov. 2S, 1908, Hen No. 12 produced 255 eggs, the next year 218, and
she closed the third year on Nov. 28
with 172, making a total in three years
oLtU5 eggs. Where is there a hen kept
under like conditions with a record to
equal tbat, one known to be absolutely
correct? Better still, in 1908 eighteen
pullets from this ben laid more tbau ltk)
eggs each; three of these 200 and one of
them 231 the first year aud 205 her second. The pullets from Mo. 12 raised iu
1909, being late hatched, have not completed the year, but promise fully to
equal the hatch of 190S. One cockerel
from No. 12 mated with a good hen from
a breeding peu of forty, produced a pullet
which from Sept. 12,1909, to Sept. 12,1910
produced 282 egg*. Here is strong con
tirmationof the work so thoroughly done
bv Professor Gowell of Maine, and proves
that the power to produce may be traus
mitted as well as other factors. The attempt to deny this relegates the whole
pr be m to chance. Mr. Sanborn is carrying forward some important experiments to still further substantiate the
cla in that 1 ke produces like and tbat
gr»-at producers may be the dams of betThe method of feeding is as
ter birds.
follows: To every one hundred hens
there is fed iu the litter in the morning
four quarts of whide corn, two of wheat
and two of ats, and the following dry
mash is kept constantly before tbem:
One hundred pounds of wheat bran, 200
pounds of tl >ur middlings, 100 pouuds
of cornmeal. 100 pounds of gluten, 50
pounds of linseed meal, 30 pounds of
alfaifa inoal, 150 pouuds of beef scraps
and 3 pounds of salt. Charcoal, grit
and oyster shells are kept in the peus at
all time. His method of feeding his
chicks is to give infertile eggs, boiled
thirty minutes and grouod up, shell aud
AÎi, and mixed with six times their bulk
of rolled oats, when the chicks are thirty-six to forty-eigbt hours old, feeding
live times a day for three days, when the
following dry mash is fed three times a
day and commercial chick feed twice:
Oue hundred pounds of cornmeal, 100
pounds of tlour middlings, 75 pounds of
wheat bran, 25 pounds of alfalfa meal,
50 pounds of beef scraps and 50 pounds
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of corn is very mocb like a
fctxxl boy. Some boy· are naturally,
constitutionally aod inberitably good
because their parents,
grandparents,
and great-grandparentr. were all good
peuple, says Prof. Taylor of New Hamp·
«hire iu the American Cultivator. Similarly some ears of corn are constitutionally and inberitably good because
they bave sprang from a good vigorous
ancestry. Other ears are good because
tbey have bad better chances for growth,
have bad tbe advantage of more moisture, more plant food and more sunlight.
We cannot tell the difference between
these different classes of ear· by any
superficial examination, or by any physiTbe differences are
cal or chemical test.
vital aud internal, and tbe only way to
discover them is to put the ears to an
actual field test.
The ear row method, which was
originated at the Illinois Experiment
Station, and which bas since been moditied and used by various other stations
is
to all
fundamental
corn-breeding
work. Its simplicity, ease of applicat ou ami definlteness of result^ readily
commend it to the farmer who is trying
The into improve hi· strain of corn.
dividual ears should be planted in separate rows, a convenient length for wbicb
A row of
is 100 hills, or about 350 feet.
corn 100 hills long with tbe hills 3 1-2
feet apart, will equal approximately
1 30th of an acre. By planting four kernels to tbe bill, a sufficiently good stand
should be secured so that the rows may
later be thinned to an average of three
stalks per bill. In tbe fall each row
should be cut aud shocked separately,
aud when cured, husked and weighed
separately. The yields may either be
kept in pounds per row or figured to
bushels per acre. Tbe ears used for
planting the check rows are not shelled
and mixed together, but are kept separate, and a part of each ear used for
planting a portion of each row.
Another important and almost essential feature of the method is to plant
duplicate rows to verify the results of
tbe first series of rows. Instead of
planting 100 hills in one continuous row
from each ear, it i· much more satisfactory to plant a series of rows of 50
bills each in one plot, and another series
of 50 hills from the same ear in another
plot. If ear No. 9, for example, gives a
yield of S or 10 bushels per acre more
than the check row in both eerles, and
oar No. 3 a yield of five or six bushels
lens than the check row, the conclusion
may be readily drawn that ear No. 9 was
by far tbe better ear. On the other
hand, if a certain ear gives a good yield
in one series and a relatively poor one in
the other, the standing of that ear is in
doubt. The duplicate tests are equivalent to tbe testimony of two witnesses,
the value of which is always recognized
in a court of law.
The ear row tests and breeding can be
conducted with any variety of corn, and
although the work may seem to call for
a lot of "fussing round," it will be found
to be intensely interesting and in the
end profitable.
ear

Keep

the Old Brood Sows.

It is the custom of some farmers to
rai*e a litter of pigs from a sow in the
spring that she is a year old, theu fatten
her for the fall market and keep sows
from her litter for breeders the next
spring. I believe that in so doing they
lose nearly, if not quite, half the profit
ttiat might be obtained from their swine.
Λ young sow seldom bas as maoy pigs
as au older one, they are seldom as large
or as strong, neither does she take as
good care of them as does the experienced mother.
It is impossible to tell by the first
litter whether a sow is desirable or not,
as she may develop later into au excellent mother even if she made α poor
showing at first. A youug sow that
does well j^t__tirst may. as she becomes
older, develop vicious traits aud kill and
eat her youug, or bo dangerous to handle, but as th& last condition is usually
brought about by improper feed and
cruelty on the part of her caretaker, it
can be avoided.
I consider a good brood sow as profitable as the average cow. I bave a grade
Ο. I. C. sow six years old, now being
fattened, aud I am sorry that I did not
krep her another year; but as her teats
were failing, I did not think I would try
it when her last Utter was weaned.
However, tbe chances are that she
would have raised pigs enough next year
tn mnr« than nav for herself.
Here in her record: The spring she
was ooe year old she farrowed nice pigs.
She was fat aod ber pige were fat. We
moved ber to a new pen, which she did
not like, and live of her pige died. However, we were seusible enough to lay the
loss to uurselvee, where it belonged.
The four pigs raised were worth $12 at
weaning time. In the fall she farrowed
ten pigs, worth $2 50 each or 125. The
second spring she farrowed in March in
basement, caught cold,
a damp, cold
nearly died herself, and of ber eleven
pigs only one survived. We were obliged to set down a 130 loss, due to our
besides paying the
own
foolishness,
veterinarian $2 for saving ue from farther loss. In the fall she farrowed eleveu
pigs that sold for $2 50 each; the following spring, twelve at $3 each; fall, eleven
at $2.50; spring, 14 pigs, of which ten
were raised, worth $3 each; fall 11 pigs,
raised nine, at $2.50 each; spring, seven
pigs, of which six were raised, worth |4
each, and tbis fall eleven, of wbicb ten
were raised, and might have been sold
for 93 each, but we preferred to raise
them ourselves.
This makes a total of 107 pigs, of
which 84 were raised—which, if all had
been sold at current rates, would bave
brought $242.50. Her keeping has been
a
very simple matter. Except while
with her pigs, she has run on the manure aud been fed slops, vegetables, bran
and some corn, not much corn however;
her feed has been very cheap, the aim
being to keep her in good musoular con
dition but not fat. She has, we believe,
more than half paid for her keeping by
the benefit she has been to the fertilizer
she has worked over.
She has always considered people as
her friends and was kind to her pigs.
Her pig» were very large aud strong,
and, uutil the last litter, very even in
size. The last were some very large,
some very small, and they did not seem
to get an equal quantity of milk; so,
feanug her usefulness was over, we determined to let her go. I believe she
has returned a much better profit tban
young sows would have done.—H. Leigb
Hunt in Country Gentleman.

:n
the eastern states toward smaller
farms, there is also a visible tendency
towards larger farms. This may sound
contradictory, but the two statements
It is the middleare matters of fact.
sized farms which are falling off in numIn Vermont, there has been an inber
cent
crease iu ibe last 10 years of 13 per
io the number of farms between 500 and
1000 acre· in size; and an increase of 23
over.
per ceut in farms of 1000 acres and
In Connecticut, duriog the same period,
there has been a slight increase in the
farms be'ween 500 aud 1000 acres, while
there bas been an increase of 54 per cent
These
:n farms of 1000 acres and over.
percentages naturally do nut mean verymuch without the actual tigures, but
for we
•»ven these are rather surprising,
find that there are in Connecticut 40
farms of over 1000 acres, and in Vermont
124 farms of over 1000 acres. This, of
Poultry hints.
<>f
course, means an entirely new style
Warmth, dryness, fresh air, dry grain
some
In
agricultural organization.
feed, pure water and cleanliness are inthe
cases, these large farms are merely
dispensable In dealing with young
Another
men.
of
city
wealthy
holdings
chicks. Unless these condition· are to
class of cases represents holdings of be maintained one had better sell eggs
land which are not strictly agricultural. than hatch them.
They are more in the nature of forest or
Wheat and clipped oataare excellent
even though
food for young chicks. Oatmeal and
game preserves, or parks,
Thon
census.
the
classified as farms in
feedings of whole wheat
made a occasionally
there are a few men who have
bran aid growth of feathers as well as
of
line
some
agri- bcdy.
conspicuous success of
culture and have bought all thi sur
Chaff makes good Utter for young
the
laat
Iu
place, this cbicks to scratch in. Finely crushed
rouudiug farms.
the
farms
represent·
of
l^ge
increase
shell should be accessible to the small
Introduction of corporation method* birds.
state*
into agriculture. In the western
Chicks are very sensitive across their
there are a great many agricultural backs. If you do not use the hen methoattle
od take this into consideration when
enterprises, such as fruit growing,
of corpora
raising, etc., in the bauds
supplying artificial heat.
the
of handling
When the chicks are allowed on the
lions, but this method
New
in
Eug
crops
ground be sure that the run· are clean.
production of farm
an
is
Import
It
Soil previously run with poultry ahould
land is decidedly new.
census. Whilt
have been ploughed or cropped in the
ant feature in the present
In
the
not
does
give
interval.
the census itself
ol
increase
the
ou
For lice, treat locally by dusting the
formation directly
one familial
birds with anlpbur, then disinfect theii
corporation holdings, any
one of tb<
this
in
see
will
facts
with the
quarter·.
large in
For gape·, disinfect the runs with carmeanings of the unexpectedly farms
it
of
number
big
the
in
bolic acid and treat affected birds by increases
Gen
the New England Stales.—Country
serting a feather moistened with kero*
sene iuto the throat.
tleman.

Build the line fence atrong enough tc
with the cows
It pays to fuss a little
in diet keep yoar own and your neighbors
and tbey relish a little change
well m w< » stuck on the right aldo, hot not so higt
with mid« dainties added, aa
as to prevent you from being neighborly
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Silver Horde

"I was drov.dfully embarrassed when
I Introduced you to the Berrys and the
I daresay they thought you were
rest.
nue of Mr. Marsh's foremen."
Never before had Boyd known the
least constraint In Mildred's presence,
but now he felt the rebuke behind her
careless maimer, aud It wounded him

1B0B.

BY

CHAPTER ΧΠΙ.
slanted up between
sun^war^ ^m» °ut ^rom
I j \ I the gossamer haze that lay
I
I like filmy forest smoke above
the ocenn came a snow white yacht.
To Boyd Emerson she seemed like an
angel of mercy, and he stood forth
i.i

IΔI

s the

sun

upon the dock of his launch searching
her hungrily for the sight of a woman's figure. When he had first seen
the ship rounding the point he bad
uttered η cry, then fallen silent watching her as she drew near, heedless of
his surroundings. His heart was leapit
ing: his breath was choking him.
seemed as If he must shout Mildred's
uame aloud and stretch his arms out
Of course she would see him
to lier.
as the Grande Dame passed. She would
She
be looking for him. he knew.
would be standing there, wet with the

searebiug with all her eyes.
Doubtless she hud waited patiently at
her i>ost from the instant land came
into sight. Seized by a sudden panic
lest she pass him unnoticed, he order
ed ills launch near the yacht's course.
His eyes roved over the craft, but all

dew,

HARPER

fc·

Alton Clyde was at bis heels, and be
felt Mlklred disengage her band. He
tore his eyes away from her face long
enough to nod at Marsh, who gave
him a menacing look, then turned to
Wayne Wayland. The old man was
saying something, and Boyd answered
him unintelligibly, after which he took
Mildred's hands once more with such

air of unconscious proprietorship
that Willis Marsh grew pale to the Hps
Other i>eople
and turned his back.
whom Boyd had not noticed until now
came down the deck—men and women
with tieldglasses and cameras swung
He found that "WHY. YOU IiOOK LIKB A COMMON LAover their shoulders.
BORS»!"
he was being Introduced to them by
Mildred, whose voice betrayed no deeply.
Ile did not spcait. and after
tremor and whose manners were as ι moment she went on with an abrupt
collected as If this were her own draw- iliangc of subject:
ing room and the man at her side a
"So that funny little bouse over there
casual acquaintance. The strangers Kgalnst the bill is where the mystemingled with the little group, leveled rious woman lives?"
their glasses and made senseless re"Who?"
marke after the manner of tourists the
an

seated himself beside her.
"You are
"At last!" he breathed.
here. Mildred. You really came, after

he saw were a uniformed officer ujkjii
the bridge and the bronzed faces of
He alir
the watch staring over the rail.
"Yes. Boyd."
saw close drawn curtains over the cab"And are you glad?"
in windows. Indicating that the passen
The trip has been
"Indeed 1 am.
Then as he
gers were still asleep.
stood there heavy hearted, drooping wonderful."
"It doesn't seem possible. I can't bewith fatigue, his wet body chilled by
I
the morning's breath, the Gmnde lieve that this Is really you—that
usual."
Dame glided past, and he found the am not dreaming, as
"And you'/ How have you been?"
shell beneath his feet rocking in her
"I've been well—I guess I bave. I
wake.
haven't had time to think of myself.
George Bait hailed him and brought
Oh. my lady!" His voice broke with
his own launch alongside.
tenderness, and he laid his band gently
"What craft Is that?' be iuquired.
hers.
"She is the company's yacht with upon
She withdrew it quickly.
aboard."
officers
A.
I'.
Ν.
Α.
the
Ileinember where we
"Not here!
"Some of our boys Is hurt pretty
nre not looking well. Boyd.
You
are.
to
bad." be observed. "I've told them
1 don't know that 1 ever saw you look
take In their nets and go back to the
so bad.
Perhaps It Is your clothes."
plant
"I am tired." he confessed, feeling
"We all need breakfast."
auew the weariness of the past twen"I don't want nothing. I'm going
ty-four hours. He covertly stroked a
over to the trap."
"You
fold of her dress, murmuring:
Emerson shrugged his shoulders listAnd you love me.
are here, after all.
Is
"What
tired.
was
he
very
lessly:
You haven't changed, have
Mildred?
the use? It won't pay us to lift It."
you?"
for
of
land
that
"I've watched
point
"Not at all. Have you?"
five years, and I never seen fish act
His deep breath and the light that
this way before." Bait growled stubhis face was her answer.
"If the.v don't strike i.i to- flamed Into
I ornl v.
"I want to be nlone with you." he
day we better close down. Marsh's men
arms ache for you.
cut halt onr nets anil crippled more i-ried huskily. "My
from here: this is torture
Come
away
beHe
last
our
crew
Im'.f
than
night."
of thirst."
"Say. we made I'm like a man dying
gan to rut mle curses.
No woman could have beheld his
a mistake the other day. didn't we7
an answerWe'd ought to have put that feller burnlug eagerness without
ing thrill, and. although Mildred sat
away. It ain't too late yet."
"Walt. Wayne Wnyland Is aboard motionless, her lids drooped slightly
lier cheeks,
that yacht. I know him. He's a hard and a faint color tinged
tier Idle hands clasped themselves rig
man. and I've-heard strange stories
about him. but I don't believe he Id?}'.
"You are always the same," she
knows all that Marsh has been doing
"You sweep me away from
I'm going to see him nnd tell him smiled.
I have
and from everything.
myself
everything."
There
oue like you.
seeu
never
any
"S'pose lie turns you down?"
everywhere. Father Is
"Then there will be time euough to— are people
I don't somewhere close by."
to consider what you suggest.
"1 don't care"—
like to think about It."
"1 do."
"You don't have to." said Bait, low"My launch Is alongside. Let me
ering hi* voice so that the helmsmen
I
take
It
you ashore and show you what
could not hear. "I've been thinking
have done. 1 want you to see."
over all night, and It looks like I'd
1 promised to go ashore
"I can't
ought to do It myself. Marsh Is comthe Berrys and Mr. Marsh."
with
than
older
aml-I'm
ing to me anyhow.
"Marsh!"
felyou be. It ain't right for a young
"Now don't get trnglc! We are all
ler like you to take a chance. If they
to look over his plant and have
get me you can run the bublness going
lunch there. They are expecting me
ii Intift»"
"1
Oh. dear!" she cried plaintively.
Bo.vd I»Id bis Land on IiIh companseen nnd beurd nothing but canhave
ion's shoulder.
neries ever since we left Vancouver.
"No." he said. "Perhaps I wouldn't
The men talk nothing but ttsli and
stick at murder—I don't know. But !
and markets and dividends. It's
won't proiit by another man's crime, packs
nil deadly stupid, and I'm wretchedly
and If It comes to that I'll take my
tired of ft. Father Is the worst of the
share of the risk and the guilt Whatlot. of course."
But
with
stund
1
do.
you.
ever you
Emerson's eyes shifted to bis owu
we'll hope for better things. It's no
"Yon haven't seen mine—
cannery.
Mr.
to
Wayeasy thing for me to go
said
be.
ours."
bis
Tou see.
laud asking a favor.
"Ob. yes. 1 have. Mr. Marsh pointed
daughter Is— Well. I—I want to see
It out to father and me. It looks Just
her very badly.**
like all the others." There was an InBait eyed him shrewdly.
she ran on. "Do
And that makes It dead stant's pause before
"I see!
know, there Is only one Interesting
lfs
you
If
hand.
a
take
to
for
wrong
you
feature about them. to my notion, and
necessary to get Marsh I'll do It alone.
is the way the Chinamen smoke
tlint
With him out of the way I think you
crooked pipes and those
He's like a rat- Those funny
can make a go of It
little wads of tobacco are too ridicutler—somebody's got to stomp on him.
of her words
Let me lous." The lightness
Now I'm off for the trap.
his ardor and brought back
damped
man
says."
know what the old
the sense of failure.
Boyd returned to the cannery with
"1 was dowu with the Usbiug tleet at
the old mood of self disgust and bitterthe mouth of the hay this morning
ness heavy upon him. He realized that
when you came lu. I thought I might
George's offer to commit murder had
see yon." he said.
Its
as
much
as
him
upon
shocked
not
I was
Heavens!
"At that hour?
He knew that be had
first mention.
It was hard enough to
sound
asleep.
with
blood
thought of shedding human
Father
get up when we were culled.
as little compunction as If the Intendmlubt have Instructed the captain not
ed victim had been some noxious anito steam so fast."
mal. He felt. Indeed, that if his lore
Boyd stared at her In hurt surprise,
for Mildred made him a criminal she.
but she was smiling at Alton Clyde In
dishonor,
bis
soiled
be
would
by
too.
the distance and did not observe his
and for her sake he shrank from the
look.
the
lacked
idea of violence, yet he
"Don't you cure even to hear what I
him.
energy at that time to put it from
done?" he Inquired.
have
Well, he would go to her father, hum"Of course." said Mildred, bringing
If
for
and
protection.
beg
ble himself
her eyes back to him.
he failed then Marsh must look out for
Hesitatingly be told her of his dishis
He could not find it In
himself.
the obstacles he had met
appointments.
heart to spare his enemy.
and overcome, avoiding Marsh's name
At the plant he found Alton Clyde
and refraining from placing the blame
tremendously excited at the arrival of where it belonged. When he had confriends.
his
tovislt
and
the yacht
eager
cluded she shook ber head.
He sent him to the launch and after
"It is too bad But Mr. Marsh told
a hasty breakfast Joined him
us all about It before you came. Boyd.
On their way out Boyd felt a return
I never thought well of this enterof that misgiving which had mastered
Of course I didn't eay unythiug
prise.
blm on his first meeting with Mildred
against It. you were so enthusiastic,
he
time
second
the
For
In Chicago.
but you really ought to try something
was bringing her failure instead of the
big. I am sure you have the ability.
promised victory.
Why. the successful men I know at
Willis Marsh was ahead of him, home have no more Intelligence than
standing wltb Mr. Wayland at the rail. you. and they haven't half your force
Some one else was wltb them. Boyd's As for thin—well. I think you can acheart leaped wildly as he recognized
complish tnore Important things than
her. He would have known that slim
catching fish*
saw
And Mildred
figure anywhere.
"Important!" he cried. "Why,'the
him, too, pointing him out to her com- salmon industry is one of the most im-

panions.
Wltb knees shaking under him he
came stumbling up the landing ladder,
a tall, gaunt figure of a man In rough

clothing and boots stained wltb the
sea salt. He looked older by five years
tban when the girl bad last seen blm
His cheeks were hollowed and his lips
cracked by the wind, but bis eye· were
aflame with tbe old Light His smile
for her alone.
He never remembered tbe spoken
greetings nor the looks tbe others gave
blm, for ber soft, cool bands lay In bis
was

bard, feverish palms, and she
u£ at blm.

was

smll-

on the coast It employs 10,000
men In Alaska alone, and they produce
(10.000,000 every year."
"Oh. let's not go Into statistics," said
Mildred lightly; "they make my head
ache. What I mean Is that a fisherman
Is nothing like—an attorney or a broker or an architect, for Instance; he

portant

Pardon me.
Is more like α miner
Boyd, but look at your clothes." 8he
began to laugh. "Why. you look like

a common

laborer!"

might have slicked up a bit," he
acknowledged lamely, "but when you
"1

came

1 forgot

everything else."

\

break their eontracts. leaving
short banded. ne didn't need more
men, but did that simply to cripple me.
I got Indians to replace the white
men, but be won them away by a miserable trick and by threats that I have
no doubt he would make pood If the
poor devils dared to stand out.
"Ills men won't allow my fellows to
work. We have had our nets cut and
Last night we
our fish thrown out.
had a bad time on the hanks, and a
number of people were hurt. The situation is growing worse every hour,
and there will be bloodshed unless
All I want Is
this persecution stops.
There are fish enough
η fair chance.
for us all in tbe Kalvlk. but that man
bas used the power of your organization to ruin me not for business reaI have
sons. but for personal spite.
men to

BROTHERS

world over. Boyd gathered somehow
that they were officers of the trust or
heavy stockholders nnd their valves.
He led Mildred to a deck chair and

"I do. and for tbe action of the police In trying to fix the crime upon me.
You know, perhaps, how I got away
from Seattle. When Marsh arrived at
Kalvlk be first tried to sink my boilers: falling in that, he ruined my Iron
Chinks; then be 'corked' my fish trap,
not because he needed more fish. but
purely to spoil my catch. The day
tbe run started he bribed my fisherme

By REX BEACH
COPYRIGHT.
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"Cherry Malotte."

"Yes. How did you learn that?"
"Mr. Marsh pointed it out. Ile said
she came up on the same ship with

you."

"That is true."
"Why didn't you tell me? Why did
not you write me that she was with

you in Seattle?"
"I don't know; 1 didn't think of it."
She regarded him coolly.
"Has anybody discovered who or
what she is?"
"Why are you so curious about her?"
Mildred
shrugged her shoulders.
"Your discussion with Willis Marsh
that night at our house Interested me
I thought 1 would ask
very much.
Mr. Marsh to bring her around when
we

went ashore.

It would be rather

amu.o'tg. She wouldn't come out to
the yueht and return my call, would
she?" Boyd smiled at her frauk concern at this possibility.
"You don't know the kind of girl she
Is," he said. "She isn't at all what

you think. 1 don't believe you would
be able to meet her In the way you sug-

gest."

"Indeed!" Mildred arched her brows.

"Why?"

"She wouldn't fancy being 'brought
around,' particularly by Marsh."
From her look of surprise he knew
that he had touched on dangerous
ground, and he made haste to lead

the conversation back to its former
lie wished to Impress Milchannel.
dred with the fact that If he bad not
quite succeeded he had by go means
failed, but she listened indifferently,
with the air of humoring an Insistent
child.
"I wish you would give It up and try
something else," she said at last. "This
Why, you are
Is no place for you.
losing all your old wit and buoyancy;
and
you are actually growing serious,
serious people are not at all amusing."
Just then Alton Clyde and a group
of people, among whom was Willis
Marsh, emerged from the cabin, talk-

ing and laughing.
ing:

Mildred arose, say-

"Here come the Berrys, ready to go
ashore."
"When may 1 see you again?" he

inquired quickly.

"You may come out this evening."
"I
nis eyes blazed as be answered.

shall come!"
As the others came up she said:
"Mr. Emerson can't accompany us.
He wishes to see father."
"I just left him In the cabin." said
He helped the ladies to the
Marsh.

ladder, and a moment later Emerson
waved the party adieu, then turned to
the saloon In seurch of Wayne Wayland.

CHAPTER XVIII.
Mr. Wayland's stiff greeting
I I there was uo hint thnt the two
i
I men Lad ever been friendly,
L—J but Euierson was prepared for
coolness and seated himself without
for an invitation, glad of the

I

I

waiting

chance to rest his tired limbs.
"I have a great deal to say to you,
sir." Emerson began, "and I would
like you to hoar me through."

played
lund.

the game squarely, Mr. Way
I m
I>ut unless this ceases

throutfc·"

"You are throughV"
"Yes. Tbe run Is nearly a week old.
and I haven't begun to pack my salmon.
I have les» than half a boat crew,
and of those half are laid up."
The president of the trust stirred
for tbe first time since Boyd had begun his recital. The grim Unes about
bis mouth set themselves deeper, and.
staring with cold gray eyes at tbe

speaker,

he said:
"Well, sir. what you bave told me
confirms my Judgment that Willis
Marsh Is tbe right man lu the right

place."
Completely taken back by this
expected reply. Uoyd exclaimed:

un-

"You don't mean to say that you approve of what he has doner
"Yes. of what 1 know he has done.
Mr. Marsh Is pursuing a definite policy laid down by his board of directors.
You have shown tne that he has done
his work well. You knew before you
left the east that we Intended to crush

opposition."

all

Emerson's voice was sharp as be
cried. "1 understand all that, but am I

understand also that the directors
of the N. A. P. A. Instructed him to
kill me?"
"Tut, tut! Don't talk nonsense. \ou
admit that you have no proof of V\ 11to

118' connection with the attempt upon
You put yourself In the
your life.
"wav of danger when you hired scab
laiior to break that strike. I think you

got off very easily."
"If Marsh was Instructed to crush
the Independents, why has he centered
all Ills efforts on me alone? V. by has
he spent thb summer In Kalvlk and
not among the other stations to the
south?"

Different
"That is our business.
methods are required In different localities."
"Then you have no criticism to make
-you uphold him?" Boyd's Indignation
was getting beyond control.
Your complaints
"None whatever.
Even RranUng
do not appeal to me.
..larsb
your absurd assumption that
tried to put you out of the way It
seems to me that you have more than
evened the score."

"How?"

"He Is still wearing bandages over
that knife thrust you gave him."
Emerson leaped to his feet.
«He knows I didn't do that-everybody knows It!" he cried. "He lied to
\

ou."

"We won't discuss that." said Wayne
want
Way land curtly. "What «Ιο you

'""/want

you to end this persecution.
I want vou to call biro off.
"In other words, you want me to

vou

thought

killed."

"How do you know be did that?"
"I have no legal proof, but I know
it Just the same."
not
Mr. Way land smiled. "That la
You surely
a very definite charge.
don't bold him responsible for tlM
death of that attllprT"

I
"I won't allow you to insult me.
I've got
won't stand your threats.
you where I want you. aud when the
time comes you'll know it. Now. get
He stretched forth a great
out!"
square hand anil closed It so fiercely
"I'll crush
that the lingers, cracked.

you—like that!"
Boyd turned and strode from the

cabin.
Half blinded with auger, he stumbled down the ladder to his launch.
"Back to the plant!" be ordered, then
gazed with lowering brows and defiant
eyes at the Graude Dame as she rested swanlike and serene at her moor
Inge. His anger against Mildred's fa
ther destroyed for the time all thought
of his disappointment at her own hick
of understanding aud her cool acceptHe saw only that
ance of his failure.
his affairs had reached a final climas

"WR*VK WON, MY BOT!

WE'VK WON !

for Jus
you iiot for help, but
Hut I see I was mistaken. I an
beginning to believe that Marsh acted
under your Instructions from tht

came to

tlce.

first"
"Believe whnt you choose."
"You think you've got me, but you
I'll beat you yet."
haven't.
"You can't beat me at anything.'
Jaws were set llk<
Mr.

Wa.vland's

Iron.
"Not this year perhaps, but next
You and Marsh have whipped me this
time, but the salmon will come again
and I'll run my plant In spite of hell!'
Wayland made as if t<

Wayne

but Boyd went on unheeding
"You've taken a dislike to me, bu

speak,

me
your conduct shows that you fear
You are afraid I'll succeed, and
will."
"Brave talk!" said the older man
"But you owe $100.000. and you
stockholders will learn of your mis

management."
"Your persecution,

you mean!" crle<
the other. "I cau explain. They wll
wait another year. I will raise mon
me."
money, and they will stand by

HOW NIX FOUND
KIS MASTER
While mamma. pupa, grandma and
Trli were at breakfast one morning
there was a sud<i» n rap. rap nf tbe outside door of rbe dining room, which
open* d on a |»ortico.
"Trii, s«>e who It la." said maioiua.
And when he went to the door there
•tood a little Scotch terrier wirb bright,
knowing eyes
Trix won so astonished be could not
say a word for a minute, then:
"Ob. mamma, mamma. It's a dear,

nice doggy!"
"Well, drive him away," said mamma, "for he belongs to somebody, yoa
know."
Just then Bridget came in and. see
Ing tbe dog. said. "Sure, ma'am, and
that dog havp worrit tbe life out o"
these two days."
"Oh. mamma." said Trix, "he doesn't
belong to anybody, then, and he wants
to stay with ua-you can set be doen."
Then grandma said quietly, "I think
he Is 'a stranger at the door" and needs
me

where he must bow to the inevitable

or—Big George's parting words
him—*irike

to

one

last

blow

came

In

re-

prisal.

1ho hour of his darkest deThere
are times when It rests with fate to
make a strong man stronger or turn
Such a man
him altogether to evil.
will not i:c« ept misfortune tamely. He
It

wni

spair— IL·· real crisis in his life.

Is the reverse of those who are good
It Is his nature to

through weakness.
sin strongly.
But the

unexpected happened,

and

Boyd's black mood vanished In amazement at the sight which met his eyes.
Moored to the fish dock was a lighter
awash
etare

with a cargo that made him
He had
and doubt his vision.

bis scanty crew of gill netters reempty handed with the rising
sun. exhausted, disheartened, depleted
in numbers, yet there before him were
They were
thousands of salmon.
strewn lu a great mass upon the dock
and Inside the shed, while from the
scow beneath they came In showers as
the handlers tossed them upward from
seen

turn

their "pues." Through the wide doors
lie saw the backs of the butchers busily at work over their tablée and heard
the uproar of his cannery running full
for the first time.
Before the launch had touched be
to the ladder and swung
bad
He stumbled
himself upon the dock.

lenjped

Into the arms of Big George.
"Where—did those—fish come from?"
he cried breathlessly.
"From the trap." George smiled as
he had not smiled in many weeks.
"They've struck In like I knew they
would, and they're running now by the
I've fished these waters
thousands.
for years, but I never seen the likes of

It.
They'll tear that trap to pieces
They're smothering In the pot. tons

and tons of 'em. with millions more
milling below the leads because they
can't get in. It's a sight you'll not see
once in a lifetime."
"That means that we can run the
we'll get all we can use?"

plant—that

"Say. we've got fish enout-'b to run
two canneries.
They've struck their
gait, I tell you. and they'll never stop
now. night or day. till they're through
We don't need no gill netters. What

need Is butchers and sllmers and
Th- re never was a trap site
in the north till this oue. I told Willis
Marsh that years ago." He tlung our
a long, hairy arm. bared half to the
shoulder, and waved It exultantly
"We built this plant to cook -iO.OUO
salmon α day. but I'll bring you 3.000
cook
every hour, and you've got to
'em. Do you hear?"
"And they couldn't cork ue after all!"
we

handlers.

pile,

ing!" cried Emerson sharply. "Hurry!
Hurry!" He turned and sped up the

BK
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MUZZLING THE PRESS.

favor?"
"I dou't consider it so."
"Very well. Proceed."

in a riot and the death of at least one
to have me
man; moreover, he tried

flashing savagely.
"Leave this yacht Γ he thundered.

[το

a

Willis Marsh. He set spies upon me;
be incited a dock strike that resulted

"I warn you to keep your hands off
them. Don't try any of your financial
trickery with me. or I'll"—
Wayne Way land leaped from bis
chair, his face purple and his eyes

weariness, he entered.

"Whatever the distinction in the
words. I understand that you are ask-

I reached Seattle all sorts of unexpected obstacles came up. I lost the ship
I had chartered: machinery houses rewent
deliveries;
shipments
fused
its
astray; my hank finally refused
the
loan, and every other bank In
I was harnorthwest followed suit
assed In every possible way. And It
was
wasn't chunce that caused It; It

desk

quivering

dock.
He had come Into his owu at last,
and he vowed with tight shut teeth
that no wheel should stop, no belt
should slacken, no man should leave
his duty, till the run had passed. At
the entrance to the throbbing, clangand
ing building he paused an Instant
with a smile looked toward the yacht
floating lazily In the distance. Then,
with knees sagging beneath him from

ou are ge
teeth snapped together.
ting exactly what you deserve. \ou be
traved me by spying ujH>n me while

lief."

had no idea that you were Interested
I had
In the Pacific coast fisheries.
raised the money before I discovered
that you even knew Wllhe Marsh.
Then it was too late to retreat. When

the

broke bread In my house. I see
nothing reprehensible in Mr. Marsh s
conduct, but even If I did I woo
Any measures an
not censure him.
justifiable against a traitor."
Bovd Emerson's face went gray be
ncnth its coating of tan. and bis vole,
threatened to break as he said:
"1 am no traitor, and you know
I
you η man of honor, and I

you."

prefer

terposed the old man.
"I have. When I came to Chicago I

voice:

toward
in a

"1 sopposo Ν
Einersua .wallow*.
I want to be lot
,,mount. to that.
1 wni't n «l^are dc!l1·
•ilone
Way land's voice
••Well. I wont."
hardened suddenly: his sound, white

save

call him In later If you wish."
"Before we begin may I inquire what
you expect of me?"
"I expect relief."
"You remember our agreement?"
re"I don't want assistance; I want

"When you sent me out three years
for Mildred It
ago to make a fortune
be
was understood that there should
fair play on both sides"—
"Have you played fair?" quickly In-

crying

menacingly,

about tbui

more

Emerson leaned unsteadily against a
for his head waa whirling.
"No! We'll show that gaug what a
rot
cannery can do. Marsh's traps will
where they stand." Big George shook
"We've
his tight clinched fist again.
We've won!"
won. iny boy!
"Then don't let us stand here talk-

"Go ahead."
"I am going to tell you some things
about Mr. Marsh that I dare say you
will disbelieve, but I can verify my
statements. 1 think you are a Just
know or
man, and I don't believe you
has
would approve the methods he
used against me."
"If this is to be an arraignment of
wait
Mr. Marsh I suggest that you
has gone
until he can be present. He
ashore with the women folks."
to talk to you first. We can
"I

ing

"Perhaps I know

than yon do."
Emerson strode

at One
A Much Favored Official Duty
Tim· In England.
when
There was η time in EuKland
the preen
government officially viewed
if
as 11 hostile power, to be destroyed
cost. In
poHHible—to be curbed at any
of
1633 Roger I/Estrange, "overseer
"Considerthe press," brought out his
to the
ations and Proposals In Order
advoRegulation of the Press." lie
for aucated the severest restrictions
for "the
thors and printers, as well as
smiths and
letter founders and the
the premises"
Joiners that work upon
stationers,
and "the stitchers, binders,
hawkers, mercury women, peddlers.
Imllad singers, posts, carriers, hackney
coachmen, boatmen and mariners."
thai
A proposal of L'Kstrange was
broken
culprits convicted of having
wear
the law should be condemned "to
of Ignosome visible b;ulge or mark
of a hat
miny, as a halter Instead
band, one stocking blue and another
Τ
red. a blue bonnet with a red letter
later L'Es
or S upon it." Λ few years
declaring
(range went one oetter by
that newspapers ought not be allowed

at all.
lie said (hat the reading of them
"makes the multitude too familiar
with the actions and councils of their
su
ors, too pragmatical and censo-

peri

rious. and gives them not only an itch
but a kind of colorable right and license
to be meddling with the government."
In 1085 I/Estrange was knighted.—
Chicago News.

Accommodating.
I understand you to
200 per
say that you accommodate
ions at this hotel? Hotel Proprietor—
for
Xo I said this hotel bad capacity
.'00
Browning's Magazine.

Applicant—Did

Smart Girl.
The Fellow-Next to a man what*·
the Jolllest thins you know of? The
(;irl-.Myself, if he'· nice.—Illustrated

Bits.

Before employing a fine word find ft
place for it.-J ou bet

Ρ
LAID THE LETTERS AT HIS ΓΕΡΤ.

refreshment." gathering up η plateful
of scraps and going to the dour with
them.
"What Is your uaiue. dear doggy?"
said Trix over and over, hut he an
swered nothing. so papa said be guessed tbev would have to call him Xlx,
and be thought Trii and Nix would

make a good team
About 10 o'clock as the two played
together on the porch the postman's
whistle suddenly sounded, and Nix
fairly tiew round the corner of the
bouse to the front. Then, almost before Trix could wonder why, be bounded hack and laid a little pile of letters
At the same minute tbe
ut lib feet
postman was ringing the front doorbell

furiously and *oon was telling mamma
how her dog had seized the letters from

bis band
Then mamma had to explain all about
Xlx. and the postman said he probably came (roui tbe country and bad
been lu tbe bablt of taking letters
from the rural free delivery postman.
One Friday morning, a week from
the day when he tirst appeared to Bridget. mamma stood at tbe window about

T) o'clock, for It had been a very
warm ulght and she had not rested
well. She was just In time to see a
market wagon coming down the street,
and as It came opposite tbe house
Nix suddenly bounded Into tbe street
and raced round the wagon, wild with
Then the man took him up beside him.
Mamma exclaimed softly to herself.
"He has found bis owner!" aLd she
felt sorrowful to see him go and dismayed when she thought of Trix and

Joy.

his grief.
But the wagon only went a few rods
when Nix bounded down and came up
tbe walk again, stood a minute, first
looking at the house, then at the
wagon, but there was a clear whistle
from the man. and be rusbed off

"β"'"

So mamma was able to tell Trii that
the doggy certainly did love them and
was sorry to go.
Then another Friday morning came
round, and as mamma opened the outside dlnlug room door there lay on
the floor η little paper bag. "1 wonder
what this Is." she said, and when she

in there was a beautiful peach,
and on a scrap of paper was written:
"From a grateful dog."
After that, throughout all the summer market season, there was on Friday mornings a little paper bag at the
dining room door, with a peach or

peeped

pear, grapes, tomatoes or something,
and you may be sore Trlx never for
got to look for It.
One morning mamma bad him up at
5 o'clock and out In front ready to
eee Nil when he rame, and there was

the happiest meeting you ever saw.
which the tnarketman enjoyed, too.
and finally Trlx was taken upon the
rode two
them and
wliii
wagon
bock.
squares down the street and
1 think Nix actually thought Trlx
was going with them for good, und
when the marketman put the little

his own door he did
minute and look first at
theu at the bouse, but
mamma said. "Come, ray son." and he
came at that dear call, just as he
should, back Into the bouse, which
certainly could not do without hlrn.--

boy down

at

«ifisud for a
the wagon,

Toutb's Companion.

Tcok Hi» Advice.
take
"He told Li* wife sL»· ought to

cooking lessons."
."Did sheV"
"Well. yes. She sent for her mother
mouths'
to eouie und give ber a three
"ourse."
A Goal He Had Never Reachcd.
the
"You are tfit» greatest Inventor In
man
•vorld." exclaimed a newspaper
to Alexander Grul.-u» riell.
"Oh. no. m.v friend. I'm not." said
a
f'rofessor Hell. "I've never l»eeu
•e|>orter."— Ladles' llotue Journal.
Plain Talk.

"Shave." said the crusty person
roulcally.
"CI»»"?" Inquired the borber.

la

I'm not ιιοββ, but I'ro not In
"No
the habit of girlng tips If that's wlut
you're driving at"
He who reigns within himself aud
rules prejudices, desires ami fears la
more than a king. Milton
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Aovkktiskxknts:
AU lega. advertisements
tre given throe consective Insertions tor $1J0
per Inch la length of column. Special contracts
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Jos Prmtino —New type, faut presse·, electric
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of our biiela·.·-» complete iuiU popular.
«INKLE ΓΟΡΙΚ».

Paris Hill.
t~\m Uaptlel Church, Kev. U. W. K. 1111., pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:4S a. m.
School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 SO.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
Τ W.
All
the let Sunday of the month at J SU p. u.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

Sunday

Mrs. Agnes M. Slattery, who
married to Mr. Arthur Davis of
Woodstock, moved last week from her
homo io this village to Bryant's Pond,
where Mr. Davis is employed.
Mrs. William G. Hammond sold her
place in this* village last week to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Adams, who now reside on
the Gilbert Abbott farm, south of The
Beeches. Mr. and Mrs. Adams expect to
■uove to their new purchase the coming

cently

was re-

spring.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest F. Shaw and Mr.
single Copies of the i>«mocrai are four ccnu and Mrs. Gilbert E. Shaw gave a whist
each. They wll' be mal led on receipt of price by
at the home of
the uubllsher· or for the convenience of patron· party Saturday evening
jiugle copie· of each Usue have been placed on lite former, which the guests pronounce
*ale at the following place* In the County
a very enjoyable occasion.
Sjuth Part·,
ShurtielTs Druir Store
Perley F. Ripley went to Portland last
Store.
Dru*
Sorway,
Noyé»'
week and ran home a new 1911 Ford'
■Stone's I'rug Store.
x ifred Cole." Postmaster.
Koadster of the fore door type, that is a
tucktleM.
v'Hrle HU1,
Hrs. Uarlow. Poet υ Seehandsome car and attracted consideraSamuel T. White.
^HtPuto.
ble attention. Mr. Ripley found no
snow below Poland and from there to
Paris the snow in the roads was packed
NEW ADVKKTISKMKSTS.
so hard that it made an ideal auto road.
It is not always that we have good autoNew Wash Good·.
Fin!
mobile roads the last of January, but
our Clearance Sale.
several cars were ruuning here last week
Comfortable House Shoe·.
;.nd owners and prospective owners beWood New* for the Sick.
Make This Test.
gan to have "Spring Fever," but the
Causes Ht> Per Cent of Disease·».
<now storm Friday night and blow of
W ret· lied Stomach.
It Is Our Desire.
Saturday put an end of it for the present.
She 1* Uolng to See.
There will be a social and supper at
For Sale.
the Baptist church on Tuesday evening.
The Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co.
Providence Washington Ins Co.
Supper at half past six. All are invited.
Legislative Notices.
Although it was a small party at the
Lettuce.
masquerade ball Thursday evening it
wa* a most enjoyable time for those who
il id
a: tend.
The music
Notes from the Legislature.
by Iloward
and
With tbe list week, the fourth week of Shaw, piano, Georire Davee, violin,
the session. the legislature "got dnwu to Ralph Ka.Hson, trombone, was very good
Next Tuesday evening, Feb. 7,
indeed
business," that is, tu the busiuess thai
will b« a poverv ball under the
shows mure or less results of some kiutl. there
same auspices; music and admission the
a· the wurk of tbe first three weeks does
nut.
Like previous legislatures, this one same.
has been criticised for doing *o little in
Greenwood.
its first weeks, but in point of fact, it did
It is doubtful if the person lives who
about all that was possible. No business
a
fall and winter up to the
of importance can be even introduced remembers
there fell so
until after tbe committees are organized, last week in Jauuary, when
and oo hearing* can be held until after little rain and snow as in the two seasons
the
•even «lays
notice, so that little actual io question. Winter came in with
the
work can be done in tbe first three fountains at low water mark, with
result
that
their
wells
or aqueducts have
weeks.
The tluod of new measures in now at been dry for several weeks, thus making
it necessary to melt snow or bring water
full height, and in tbe lot are a few old
for all
frieuds of former years, some of then: from a more favored location
But there is plenty of ice in
purposes
•lightly changed in appearance. Among the
ponds yet, and thosj who are bar
these are tbe bill establishing a state
it report it two feet thick aud
board of charities and corrections; the vesting
tirst quality.
Donigan bridge bill, putting the main- nearly all of
Snow is not more than a foot deep in
tenance of all 'arge bridges un the sfate,
which seems to have about the same the woods, thus making it very contimber:
chance of passage as in former sessions; venient for cutting and hauling
if
and tbe resolve in favor of Michael and sleighing could not be finer even
Bnrns of Augusta, the original original made to order.
Aud now they are beginning to talk
package man. which has been turned
down by every legislature for nearly two about getting their town reports ready
for March meeting which is fast apdecades.
A bill introduced early last week pro- proaching.
Our company the past week consisted
vides for the merger of the Maine Central Railroad and the leased lines which of Mrs. Edgar Moigau aud little boy,
it is now operating—the Washington Willie, also I. W. Swan of Locke's Mills,
'he doctors thought a year ago,
Countv, the Somerset, and the Sebasti who
cook and Moosehead. If this is passée was very near the end of life.
Mrs. Hansom Cole is now slowly imit will abrogate tbe tax rebate on ht
Somerset extension, which has still t proving with a fair prospect of recovery.
Jason Bennett has hired out to D. R.
number of years to run.
Another act provides for the electriti Cole cutting timber, while bis wife is
cation of a branch of tbe Canadiar stopping with her folks at the City.
Pacific Railway in Aroostook County They intend to commence keeping house
and another authorizes a long extensior <>n the Charles Brooks place in the
of the Aroostook Valley electric road, spring.
Did anybody's eggs get broken the
foreshadowing an extensive electrifica
tion of the railroads in that part of th« tirst of the week when they fell from .'10
to 24 cents in one day?
state.
Slocum's history of those double wedA ballot bill bas been introduced bj
Senator Donigan which provides for » dings was particularly interesting to us.
form of ballot practically such as is usee since we were an eyewitness to the tirst
in Connecticut. This is a party column mentioned. Kev. Benjamin Willey tied
ballot, and according to the descriptioc the knots and thev were performed in
tirst class style
He was a brother to
it is apparently less simple than tin
the Mr. Willey, who with a whole family,
present Maine ballot.
Davies of Yarmouth has introduced i perished iu the White Mouutain slide,
resolve for a constitutional amendmeni well known in history.
Within a few days Dr J ay ne'· medical
providing for the election of Secretary ο
almanac fouud i's
here, and also
State, State Treasurer and
Attorney Hood's calendar iu way
miniature form, acGeneral by the people, instead of by th«
by a picture of a pretty girl.
legislature as now. This has been urget companied
Both are worth looking at, the former
by Mr. Davies for some time.
the
most detailed history of
Representative Bisbee of Rumford ha: giving
introduced bills to extend for two yeari Perry's victory we have ever seen, and
the charters of the Kumford Falls anc the latter tells us all about their wonBethel Street Railway, and the Kangelej derful medicine, and how many calendars they have published during the last
Lakes and Megantic Railway.
being several
A bill to amend tbe apple law intro- 25 years; the number
duced by Representative Wheeler fixe* million a year.
Now that it is well along in January,
the size of tbe standard bushel box and
death
the barrel, and provides that smallei perhaps it is time to publish our
1910, only premising that the
packages shall be marked "short barrel' record forhere
mentioned were, or had
persons
or -'short box."
The expected measure providing foi been, all known in former years.
tbe division of the common school func
.iamvaky.
\ nnle Green. Joseph Curamlngg, Andrew 1(111,
entirely on the basis of school popula
Hiram Cuuiuilngs, 5.
William
Cushman,
tion, aud not partly on the basis of valua
FEBHIARY.
tion as now, was put in last week
II
will have both strong support and strong
K'twtD Morgan, Lucy M
Davis, H. C. Davis,
Rev. Λ. S. Ladd, Leonard Whitman, 5.
opposition
A bill introduced to regulate the tak
MAKCH.
William Day, Lydla A. Bryant, Lydla Alley,
ing of tish in the waters of tbe state pro
vides that no person shall catch more I. W. Andrews, 4.
thau forty fish in ant one day. Anothei
APRIL.
bill makes au open tune of three months,
Amanda V. iladley. Dr. li. T. Sanborn, George
from Sept. 1st to Nov. :k)th, on gray W. Hammond, 3.
MAY.
squirrels, on which there is now no open
Stephen Kowe, Sewel H rook», Lester K.
K.
4.
Calvin
Brooks,
Mr.
Chapman,
Daviea sprung a surOn Tuesday
JUNE.
prise in the house, by introducing a resolution declaring, in view of the value ol
Albert Bolster, Charles Kates, 2.
Maine's undeveloped water power and
JUL*.
the position taken by the last legislature
Cyprian Benson, 1.
transmission
the
of
outagainst
power
AUGUST.
side the state, that 'his legislature will
i.awson Cole, 1.
continue that policy, 4'to the end that no
SKfTKMBKB.
corporation engaged or to be engaged jc
Mrs James M
Day, Orene Cole, Wluona
the transmission of power shall be grant WlittiuaD, ferley Whitman, Mrs. Rachel K. I>un
unrestricted
ed
eminent liuu, Lvilla Κ Mor*e, Ailoulram Swan, Elizarights of
domain."
Although a surprise, this beth U.ljaiinuou, U. U. Chlrkertng, ».
0310BKB.
was
passed under suspension of the
Austin J. Haves, Abner <J. Llbby, Nelson
rules, and by a practically unanimous
vote
The next day it went through the S*lft. 3.
senate in the same way.
NOV CM Hfe.lt.
Senator Stearns has introduced a bill
Re». G. B. Hannafonl, Mary K. Morgan, i.
changing the time of the regular meetDKCBMBKB.
ings of the couutv commissioners of Ox
Charles O. Whitman, i.
ford County fr»»m the second Tuesdav of
May and September to the tirst Tuesday. Mukiug a total of 4U pcrsous, if our
Senator Stearns haw also introduced a figures are correct.
bill permitting the Mexico Water Co. tn
take water from Swift Kiver, and to supSchool at Greenwood City closed last
ply water to the towns of Roxbury and Friday, the 20th, after a term of eight
Byron.
weeks, that began the Monday after
The much-heralded bill to incorporate
Thanksgiving. School kept iu about the
the Kennebec Dam and Reservoir Co., usual order in the
foreooon, and after
popularly known about the state house dinner teacher and scholars played
as "the octopus," made its appearance
a
and
games
enjoyed treat which consistWednesday. It seems to have been ed of two kinds of home-made candy.
shorn of at least some of its objectionAt Christmas time the pupils, twenty
able features, though it will be closely in
number, gave their teacher. Miss
scrutinized in any event. At the same Kva
Kendall, a beautiful handkerchief
time there was introduced by Mr. Pat· ami box.
Little Delia Cole, live years
tangall a bill which modities the present old, who lives about a mile from the
law with regard to electric light and school
bouse, has atrended school every
and allows com·
power companies,
itay this winter, except one day when on
petition in a territory when so decreed her way to school she slipped down and
by a judge of the Supreme Court after had to return home on account of the
investigation.
nose bleed.
Pupils not absent one-half
The committee on legal affairs reportday are:
ed favorably on the bill to abolish the
Hazel Cole,
Kuth Cole,
office of assistant attorney general, and Bertha Cole,
Leslie Cole.
the house accepted the report and pass- Simeon Farr,
Henry Walker.
ed the bill by a vote of 110 to 19.
Early this winter, Mrs. Frank Ring reIn a caucus of practically all the Demo- ceived two
green cotton bolls from her
cratic members Thursday night, it was
sister, Miss Lena Bliss, who is teaching
decided to support a bill for the creation school in Southern
Pines, N. C. One of
of a public utilities commission. This the bolls dried while on the
way, but the
will take the powers of the board of other remained
green for nearly a week
railroad commissioner*, which will be so that its owner eu
joyed .showing it to
abolished, and will also have other ex- her friends. At Christmas time she rethe
tensive powers, including
regulation ceived some mistletoe and holly from the
of rates on railroads, gas, telephone, same source.
in
all
and
utilities.
fact,
water,
public
Ε. H. Bliss of Weetbrook, who has
Considerable work is being put into b«en
stopping with his daughter, Mrs.
the matter of the reapportionment of the Florence
King, has gone to Groveton,
state for senators and representatives in
Ν. H., where be will remain for a time
workers
the legislature, the
taking with another daughter.
It seems to be
various points of view.
F. H. M ax lie Id took his tint and secsettled that Hancock County will lose ond
degrees in the Grange at Bryant's
one senator, and in the tive counties to
Pood last Saturday.
one of which it might possibly go is Included Oxford. But it is not likely that
North Buckfield.
this Democratic legislature will give anMrs. EuDora Ames of Rumford has
other senator to a county so nearly certain to go Republican as Oxford, espe- been visiting her brother, J. E. Bicknell
S. D. Swallow, who has been contined
cially when there are two or three other
counties that have quite a claim to it. to the house two weeke with a severe
On the other hand, it is quite probable cold, is gaining.
Elmer Roberta i· at work for S. J.
that Oxford will gain a representative,
increasing its number from seven to Spaalding.
R. J. Warren and Mrs. M. A.
Mrs.
eight.
The senate commitee on the contested Warren spent one day laat week with
election case has decided in favor of Dr. Mrs. A mo· Foster.
Ada and Percy Turner of South Parle
Fred A. Chandler of Addison, the sitting
Republican, finding him elected by a spent Sunday at Vinton Keene's.
Oscar Turner of Bast Sumner ytsited
plurality of thirteen votes in a total vote
his sister, Mr·. S. D. Swallow, one day
of about 5000.
The committee on insane hospital proinstitutions
pose to investigate those
thoroughly, and accordirg to what is intimated, they expect to find "something
rotten in Denmark."

recently.

Among the teamsters who are hauling
cordwood is one, George Chase, who
hauls four cords at a load, with a fourhorse team.

Bethel.
Hon. J. R. Libby of Portland gave

Temperance

an

In Odeon Hall
Sunday evening, Jan. 22, under the
mapices of the Bethel W. C. T. U. He
tave a plain talk from a business man's
standpoint and bis arguments were most
convincing to the large audience, and be
tield the closest attention of bis listenThere was special music, consisters.
ing of a chorus from the different
churches under the direction of Mrs.
Banghart, who sang a solo most pleasiddreu upon

ingly.

The funeral of Mr. Hannibal Grover
was held at hie late home Monday afterMr. Grover left two sisters, one
noon.
who had kept his home since the death
of Mrs. Grover several years ago, and
Rev. W. C.
one who lives in the west.
L'urtis, pastor of the Congregational
church, of which Mr. Grover bad long
been a member, spoke of the life of Mr.
Grover among his neighbors and friends
by whom he will long be missed.
flarry Jordan has been appointed
town clerk to till the place of the late L.
T. Barker until the close of the year.
A remonstrance ^gainst resubmission
has been circulated by the W. C. T. U.
the past week and very generally signed.
Miss Mildred Keene has returned to
the Citizen office.
Friday evening the Canadian .luoilee
Singers sang to a full house under the
auspices of the Christian Endeavor and
gave a pleasing program, refined and

cultivated.
Friday evening the boys' basket ball
team of North Bridgton Academy play-

The Good Will society met with Mrs.
Geo. W. Kid I on Wednesday afternoon.
The next meeting will be held in two
weeks with Mrs. Clara Ridlon.
Monday evening, the Happy Go Lucky
whist club was very pleasantly entertained by Edwin J. Mann. First prises were
received by George Jackson and Miss
Mabel Ricker. Consolation prizes Her·
bert Day and Mrs. Doble.
Thursday evening, the Happy
Lucky Club attended the dance at Paris
Hill and enjoyed a royal good time.
Mrs. Otis A. Curtis and Mrs. Ellis
Doble spent a few days at South Paris
last week.
Mrs. Josephine Bates has returned
from a visit at 0. A. Thayer's, Paris.

ed the Gould Academv team, the result
being 49-9 in favor of Gould.
The following students of Gould
Academy have been chosen for the animal prize speaking: Girls—Misses Bertha Thurston, Helen Spencer, Edith
Mason.
Kuth
Marsdeu and
Boys—
North Pirle.
Messrs. Edward Lawler, Carroll ValenMrs. Grace Stevens has been quite
tine, Harold Rich and Percy Taylor.
Alternates—Ida Packard and Winfield sick the past two weeks. She is now on
tbe train.
Wight.
James Abbott is at home from CrysMiss Belle Puriugton went Wednesday
to Andover, Mass., to spend several tal, Ν. H., Paris Co.'β camp.
A. B. Abbott is drawing spool strips
weeks with her sister, Mrs. J. V. Holt.
Saturday morning there is a heavy fall for E. W. Penley.
Mrs. L. J. Trask is with ber mother at
of snow and it is still increasing.
Mr. Trask's mother is
Chesterville.
MIDDI.t: INTERVALS.
keeping house for him.
M. S. Bubier is grinding grain and
Daniel Mason Kimball has gone to
California, and is picking oranges most com for the farmers in his vicinity.
M. D Foes does not gain very fast.
likely.
R. B. Nevers is very poorly and suffers
School closed here Jan. 27th with
much with rheumatism.
interesting exercises.
David Graves and daughter of Boston
Our little Blanche is feeding the birds
are at tbe Graves' cottage for a stay of
and making friends with them.
KUa Farwell of Eaet Bethel recently two weeks for bis daughter's health.
Dr. Atwuod wae called to see James
vUited here.
George Bell from Bryant's Pond was Kipley last Friday.
here on business the 25th inst.
Hermon Mason called on bis aunts
M. D. F ose is suffering from an athere, three aged ladies who live very tack of asthma.
Two of them live on the
uear together.
Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Hedamarker and
old homestead known as the "Uncle two children, who have been visiting hi·
Israel Kimball" farm where they were
sister, Mrs. C. E. Peterson, and husband
born and brought up.
for a few months, returned to their
There was a pleasant gathering at the home in Addison Jan. 14. Mrs. PeterCarter mansion last Monday evening, son returned with them and will visit
Jan. 'J3d, in the interest of the church relatives and friends for several weeks.
aud a memorial building here.
Misses Delia and May El well and Doris
Charles Eaines and family were up Field, who are attending
high school at
and
friends
to
relatives
Kiver
see
Sunday
West Paris, are boarding there this term
the 22d of January. He has a dog that The other scholars from here continue
will be harnessed to a sled and take the to drive back and forth.
girl to and from school.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Rines have been
Frank Russell is doing good business
visiting relatives and friends in Gardiner.
cutting and hauling birch to the village,
Mrs. A. D. Andrews, accompanied by
lie sells it to Fred Edwards.
her father, Rev. Seth Benson, of West
we'll
"Spring-time" is coming, and
Paris, visited her aunt, Mrs. Emma Barsing our new song.
rett, of Sumner, Jan. 25.
Wallace Hazelton and hi· sister, Mi··
West Bethel.
Elva Hazelton, of West Sumner, spent
wear
a
threadbare
man
rich
that's
"The
may
January 24 at Ε. E. Field's. Miss
coat;
Hazelton spent a few days there.
To be til dressed Is not In him a crime;
The man that's poor. It he would keen all oat,
Must wear the best of garments all the time."
"l'rt/.e well those friends whom Uod hatli given,
And shrine them tn thy heart;
Kor friendship's bonds when once they're riven
More widely grow apart."
Good-by to January.

Candlemas Day next Thursday.
The expected January thaw has nol
arrived.
Alden F. Mason is visiting his son and
family in Rumford.
Mrs. W. W. Goodridge visited in Lewiston last week.
Edward Mason and Merton Bean arc
working in Rolfe Bros', mill.
Fred Scribner and wife of Albany recently visited his parents in this village.
Webster Ε Walker and family have
moved from Mason to the house of hie
brother, Horace E. Walker.
Better sleighing than we have had
thus far this winter uo one can ask for,
or ever

expect

to see.

L. D. Grover is getting a small lot ol
logs from his woodland to be hauled to
the mill of F. I. Bean in Mason.
The Deunison Sales Co. are employing
agents to sell post-cards in packages of
seven at teu cents per package, and give
λ watch on every twenty packages sold.
The new steam mill of Geo. E. Leighton Λ Co. is nearly ready to be started,
and may be in operation before this item
appears in print. They have a large lot
of nice birch in .heir yard, and more in

coming daily.

West Sumner.
Ida Bisbee, little daughter of Roy Biabee. received the largest number of vote*
in the child contest conducted
here Saturday night by the Hungarian Glass
Blowers
The prize (a beautiful glas*
>rnament) was awarded to her by Harry
Jacobs and Seidell Barrett who counted
the votes.
The S. B. R. Club was entertained by
Mrs. Amanda Biebee Thursday afternoon.
Author, Shakespeare. The next
meeting will be Feb. 9th.
The saw mill is now running on full
time and business is quite lively for the
men
who are hauliug in the loge and
hauling away the boards and shingles
Charles Holland of Bucktield, who has
bought the mill, is boarding at Harry
Jacobs'.
Mr. Genthner is at H. B. Maxim's again
with pianos to sell.
E. W. Chandler is in poor health. He
lias not been able to go to his planing
mill for several days.
Levi Turner of Bucktield is visiting
friends and relatives here.
L. I'. Merrill and Allie Jotham ol
Rumford visited Mr. and Mrs. llirum
Howe Thursday.
Arabella T. (Farrar) Heath, wife of
G W. Heath, died Jan. 21, after a brief
illness, aged 85 years and 9 months.
Mrs. Heath visited her daughter, Mrs.
Lunt, of Bucktield, recently and was not
feeliug well when she returned home and
soon became very ill with acute bronchitis. She bad been a member of the
Univerealist church for many years. She
will be greatly missed for although she
has been physically weak for some years
»he was always bright and cheerful and
exerted a strong influence for good.
A
veritable mother in Israel.
Funeral
services were held at ber late home
Tuesday, Rev. C. G. Miller officiating.
The deceasod is survived by a husband,
G. \V. Heath, aud two daughters, Mrs.
Timothy Lunt and Miss Ada Heath, of
Bucktield, and Herbert T. Heath with
whom she resided, five grandchildren,
also one sister, Mrs. Delphina Lowe of
Melrose, Mass.. aud two brothers, Harry
>>f South Paris and Jefferson of this
place. They laid her to rest amid beauiful tiowers in Pleasant Pond cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Farrar of Paris
ind Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Farrar and
Mrs. Everett Farrar of South Paris were
here Thursday, called here to attend the
funeial of Mrs. G. W. Heath.
Fidelity Lodge, No. 136, K. cf P.,
worked the rank <>f Page on three candidates Jan. 20. This makes five candilates who are receiving the different
ranks. One new application was read.
Henry Purlin of Auburn and Fletcher
Parlin of South Paris visited their sister,
Mrs. D. D. Small, last Saturday.
Hebron.
Ζ L. Packard W. R. C. held their
isual meeting Friday with supper and
entertainment in the evening. Sixteen
loliars was cleared.
Hebron Grange held an all day meetog Wednesday aud installed the officers
'or the year.
Mrs. Charles Dwyer and baby are at
lomenow.
Mrs. Dwyer was unable to
:ome earlier as the baby was ill with

«hooping cough.

TOLD IN PANTOMIME.

Rev. Β. P. Bertlett.
Edwin
Rev.
Payson Bartlett »u born
Mr. and Mr·. C. If. Iriab and Mlu
died Id
uir Hebron, Feb. 16, 1844,
Myra started for Redlands, California, Dm Moinea,
low·, Deo. 14,1910. At the
Monday, the 23d lut Mr. Chaffln's
Hebron
the
ige of 14 be nnited with
from
,°*me Mr. Irlib's
Ι*™'[Τ
Baptlat chnroh. He gradnated
till tbeir return on the aama day.
three
year· in
Hebron
spent
I
Academy,
to
went
Rawaon
P.
H.
Mrs.
Mr. and
then took one year
Watervllle Monday for a visit with Colby University,
and graduated from Roobeater, Ν. T.
frlenda, returning Thursday.
a even year· in Minnesota, and
Rev. P. M. Lamb waa In Auburn Mon· I He tangbt
itudied law, bat instead of entering that
day and Tneaday on baalneaa.
took * coarse in divinity
lire. Rupert Rodgera of Boaton and profession,
icbooi at Chicago, and was ordained as
»°y· are gneaU of ber alater, Mra. S.
La
J a minister of the Baptist churchIn at1876
Mrs. Ο. K. Yates is recovering from a M. Benaon.
first pastorate,
Mra. Joale Cole submitted to a surgi· I Moitié, III., bis
serious illness from pneumonia.
Bast
at the
the 21at Inst. He was there thirteen years,"
Mrs. Eliza Curtis has returned from a ÎT SPm,1?1100 Saturday,
Dee Moines Baptist church six years,
friends at Dr. Williams of Lewiston performed tbe I
visit with relatives and
and
well at and for a number of years secretary
Mechanic Falls, Norway and South Paris. operation and Mra. Cole la doing
of the Iowa Baptist
missionary
general
time.
tbia
and
Mrs. Curtis is in very poor health
Because of failing
The aenior claaa of the high acbool State Convention.
since her return has been muoh worse,
health he had been retired for tbe past
"The
the
drama,
will
in
was
popular
preaent
Paris
I)r. Packard of South
A wife and two married
seven years.
Country Doctor," at the Grange Hall,
town Thursday.
blm. Of tbe family
and
at I. 0. 0. P. daughters survive
Peb.
Turner
lit3,
and
Center,
Robbing
Mrs.
Everett
Mr. and
of nine chiildren of whom be was one,
10.
Peb.
here
Hall
West
Sumner
of
Gertrude
tle daughter
F. W. Bartlett of
The Olaaa Blowers will be here the two now survive,
were guests at Bert Day's last Sunday.
Berkeley, Calif., and Mrs. Mary E.,
Mrs. Dora Jackson entertained the week of Jan. 30.
widow of Abljah C. Hal), formerly ol
Miaa Etta Miller of Auburn la the I
Jolly Twelve whist club Monday evenSouth
Paris, now in Pawhuska, Okla.
guestof Mr. Wilaon Shaw.
ing.

Bryant's

Pond.

Robert B. Taylor has moved from
North Woodstock to Paris.
Hortense Arkett is attending the winter term of Bridgton High School.
Our dramatic club was greeted with a
packed house at its entertainment Friday evening. Many came from outside
towns, and all expressed their appreciation of tbe play. The company may
arrange to repeat tbe play here or at
some other point.
C. R. Whitman is slowly recovering
from a slight shock with which he was
stricken three weeks ago.
Dr. R. B. Bucknam intends to leave
to be abseot
for Philadelphia
soon
several weeks.

Thurston A Waterhouee liave finished
one logging job for John McKenzie on

tbe mountain lot and have a new conin another section.
Arthur W. Davis and wife will rood
move to the Littlefield farm above the

tract

village.

Ι

BadcfMd.

West Paris.
Last Monday afternoon the left leg of
Raymond, the little son of Carl P. Dunbam, was amputated above the knee bj
Dre. Webber of Lewiaton and Wheeler of
West Paria. Several years ago Raymond
received an Injury from a fall on tbe ice
from whicb he has always been lame,
but recently an ulcerated condition of
tbe leg made it necessary to amputate.
He is doing well at this writing. Miss
Minnie Tibbetts of Portland is the trained nurse.

Gift to !
ΓΚ· Worth of a Chinese Royal
Li Hung Chang.
of Cblna
The late empress dowager
The
something of a humorist
iv a a
eues in Peluthor of "Behind the S.
bow LI Hung
eing" tells a stor.v of
the treuty of
2haug. after coucluding
by the
was

plaoetolivel

Mra. Joale Drummond and son Dick
returned to tbeir home in Watervllle

Friday.

of
impress with a cloth

success-1

In his active life he bad been a
ful farmer and a brick mason and many
chimneys for miles around stand to-day as
monuments to bla skill and faithfulness.
morality characterized his
whole life which was void of any ataln
and whose iofiueoce for good was never
doubted. He was a worthy and esteemed member of the Baptist church and of
Nezinscott Lodge of Odd Pellows and
organization by his consistent life. He leaves a son, R. G.
Stephens, at East Sumner, and a daughter, the wife of H. C. Field of Bristol, Ν.
H. Several years ago be lost bis wife,
but not until they had observed their
Mr
wedding
anniversary.
Stephens' brother, Roacoe G. Stephens,
while
bis
life
first
to
lose
was one of the
in the service of his country at Hilton
a member of Co. F,
m'«
Vole. Music, morality and
Ninth Maine
oveofhome and country characterizes
Of tbem it mav
the family name.
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Hanson of Rum18 a native of
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Sumner and the owner of camps
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On Men's Suits and Overcoats, new
goods, a discount of $2 to $5.

Ends, accumulations of
several years' business, $4
to $10 discount.

a

drawing
held his
and slowly, very slowly,
tbe
bands up to It, turning tbem in
attitude of warming at a Are.
underChinese need few words. LI
stood and was heartbroken. The pantomime Indicated to him that the supa clever
posed priceless vase was only
and tbe
reproduction made In Paris,
before
secretary, warming his bands

In tbe Baptist Standard Is this tribute
Mr. Bartlett from a friend:
In tbe departure of Rev. Edward Payson Bartlett of Des Moines, Iowa, I have
experienced a keen sense of personal
Our first acquaintance
bereavement.
began thirty-seven years ago in tbe old
theological seminary at Chicago. Being
about tbe same age and of similar taste»
and convictions, ibere was a little more
our
intimacy.
than tbe ordinary in
Brother Bartlett bad a strong experiwas a
this
and
ence of Ood in bis soul
bulwark of strength to him during hit
seminary life and ever afterward.
I remember going to bis room one day
in 1873 during tbe bard times of tbe
panic of that year, when he recounted
that strengthened bis
an

it.

meant It was so fresb

from

MEN'S FUR COATS—not
MEN'S
now

'

tbe

Business is dull at the
DOW.

spool mill just

FOOD AND DIGESTION.

and

Mr. Lucius Trask is on the sick list.
Mrs. Azel Bryant and Mrs. J. C. Littletield were at Rumford Corner Tues-

day.

Mr. J. F. Reed and Frank McKenney
of West Paris were at Camp Comfort »
few days last week.
Charlie Tebbets, Arthur Stowell, Eddie Peverly and Chris Bryant spent Sunday at Island Cottage.
Mrs. Warner died at her home, Broadview Inn, Tuesday after an illness of
two days.
Funeral services were held
Thursday and the remains were placed
in the tomb.
Mr. Fred Bubier, who was taken to
the hospital in Lewiston, had his leg
amputated Tuesday. He is quite comfortable at this writing.
Miss Eva Andrews of South Woodstock visited friends in town last week.
Quite a crowd from here attended the
drama at Bryant's Pond and all reported
a tine entertainment.
The first load of spool strips came
from the Milton mill Wednesday.
It is good sledding on the road, but
not snow enough to do much work in
the woods.
Every day there are several parties
fishiDg through the ice on the different
ponds, and some "big" fish are caught.
Miss Winnie Maxim took her first and
second degrees in the Orange at Bryant's
Pond Saturday, the 21st.

of
taste are apt to make very light
what they call "fancies" about food
and overlook their real Importance.
Feeding on the part of civilised man
is not the simple procedure which it
is with animals, although many animale are particular as to their food
and what is called "dainty." The necessity for civilized man of cheerful
ab
company at his meal and for tbe
sence of mental anxiety is universally
recognized, as well as the Importance
of an Inviting appeal to the appetite
of
through the sense of smell and
sight, while the Injurions effect of the
to
reverse conditions, which may lead
nausea and even vomiting. Is admitted
Even the ceremonial features of the
dinner table, the change of clothes,
the leisurely yet precise succession ot
approved and expected dishes, accotn
panied by pleasant talk and light
hearted companionship, are shown by
strict scientific examination to he iui

Oxford.
The members of the senior class of
Oxford
High School presented the
drama, "The Deacon's Second Wife," at
Robinson Hall Friday evening, Jan. 20.
There was a large crowd present. The
play was followed by a sale of ice cream
»nd a dance. It is reported that between
tifty and sixty dollars was cleared.
Almon Crooker is ill with pneumonia.
The State School Inspec'or, Mr. Taylor, visited this high school Thursday.
Miss Ruth Downing, who has beeu
quarantined for scarlet fever, is now
boarding at George Turner's and going
to school here.
Yerner Smith of Otisfield is stopping
at Walter Holden's.
Lovell.
James W. Charles was attacked with
heart trouble, from which be had suffered lately, on Friday afternoon and died
instantly. He was a native of Fryeburg,
but came to this town many years ago.
He leaves a widow and one sister, Mrs.
He was
Leonard Emerson, of Stow.
nearly 80 years of age.
of
The drurna, "The Spy
Gettysburg"
was played at Pine Grove Hall on Friday
of
the
senior class
members
evening by
nf Fryeburg Academy.
The officers of the Eastern Star were
installed at Pine Grove Hall Wednesday

Packard's orchestra was
xveuing.
present and dancing was Indulged in after
the installation.
Wilson's Mills.
Mrs. D. C. Bennett is convalescent.
H. G. Bennett broke bis shoulder Jan.
24th.
Fred York is working at Richardson
Pond.
Joe Hart has finished getting Peter
Littlehale's ice.
Mrs. Bertha Wilson Is siok in bed with
the grippe, also Claude Llnneil.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Buoknam are out
from their oamp on the Diamond.
Mrs. Homer Leach and daughter Margaret have returned from Colebrook,
where they have been visiting relatives.
Welch viile.

A letter this week from our friend,
Mrs. Fred Morse is visiting friends In
!ra M. Bearce, teacher of science in Lynn, Mass.
Mrs. Maud Fuller has gone to West
fttchburg High School for three years,
ells us he has resigned there and acoept- Medford to visit her sister, Mrs. Frank
>d a position in Washington, D. C., Harris.
justness High School where he will
Ε. H. Boynton from Melrase, Mass.,
each physics, chemistry and physical was in town Saturday.
Bert Hall Is working for Misa Louisa
;eography. Mr. Bearoe is a Hebron boy
ind his friends here wish him success in Holmes.
Mrs. Jane Soale had a shook Sunday,
lis new position. Mr. Bearce's family
rill remain in Fitohburg (or the present. and is very low at ths pressât time.

coats

$7

50,

now

$3.

$10

were

This is a Bargain Sale of First-Class Goods.
A Slaughter Sale of Odd Lots.

COME.

F.

NOYES

H.

CO.,

SOUTH PARIS,

NORWAY.

Comfortable House Shoes,
We

portant aids in the healthy digestion
which need not he large in
quantity because wisely presented.Slr Hay Lankester lu Loudon Tele
grupb.
of food,

Make

Specialty

a

of Comfortable Shoes for Women* among; them are
Lady Washington Lace Moots, heavy sole, for S20f»<

light sole for $2.00. Good Cheer Lace lioot".
Juliet, light sole, $1.50.
light sole, $2.00.
Mecca
Good Cheer Oxfords, light sole, $1.50.
Slippers, $1.25. Also all other kinds to fit all kind*
of feet. Pease do not forget that you can save money
by coming here.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO,,

!

Opera House Block, NORWAY. MAINE.
Toio^)ioMo

nn.a.

All Winter Hats reduced to

β/β

Price.

Cost

■ΗΗΗΜΗΒΒΙίαΒΒ·············

closing out my line
of Heavy Boys' Hose at
very reasonable prices.

Am also

MRS.

;.G,~J^rJ·Kmn,e

rïîm!

LINED COATS—a few $>0

FLUSH

for $16.

new

¥5 discount.

BOYS' KNICKERBOCKER PANT SUlTS-reducd
50c to $1.50.
BOYS' STRAIGHT PANT SUITS-ages 4 and 5,
were $3 and 85, now $1.50.
WINTER UNDERWEAR—our whole stock of twopiece and union suits reduced 10c to 50c per garment.
FUR CAPS—Men's and Ladies' caps that were $2 to
$4.50. now $1.60 to $3.50.

ISiriTin The/

?"

to

$10, $7.50, $5, now $5, 4. $3.
YOUTHS' ODD SUITS—ages 14, 15, 16,

—

Locke's Mills.

$3

ODD TROUSERS—made for Rough Work,
Business or Dress at just the time of year you want
Reductions rang ng from 40c to $1.
them.
MEN'S ULSTERS—$10 ones $7.50. Some small sizes,

notice the warmth.

manipulatruly interest-

lar^·· -»tock left hut :tll

a

at a

MEN'S

Civilized Man Needs Cheerful Surroundings at His Meals.
experience
faith in Ood. He was poor, like the
Robust people so long as they get
most of tbe "theologues" of that time what suits their own uncultivated

I

Yours

coats this fall

could still
pottery furnace that he

and in hard lines for money. He bad
been in prayer that morning for God's
help. When I arrived he bad just received a letter from a friend In another
state, containing a present of |5 from a
friend of the writer who had volunteered to send blm this money, although
there was but a slight acquaintance beThis was a great encourtween them.
agement to him that day. Brother Bartlett was a man of great faith in tiod as a
hearer and answerer of prayer.
He bad clear convictions of Bible
truths and held them with uncompromising tenacity. His piety waa of that
unostentatious, transparent kind which
carried it* own evidence of genuine «incerlty. He was of a lovable disposition
and many are tbe hours in which we
bave held sweet converse together. His
was a faithful ministry of about forty
years and during this time be was never
swerved aside from bis high vocation by
any consideration of material gain. For
nlue years he was tbe efficient secretary
of the Iowa Baptist State Convention.
He was a noble man and served bis

and

Odds

gingerly, placed

Clarence Powers, β years old, was incuriosity of those
Why Spiders Fight.
whn had never before seen any such stantly killed in Portland Tuesday by
who
When two spiders tight there is gen
blame
No
street
car.
a
under
gave * vaudeville falling
erally a good reason for the attack
entertainment with music on each even- was attached to any one.
and the vigorous defense that follows
Emile Stickman, 12 years of age, was
not generally known that after
There was a good attendance at the drowned at Lewiston on tbe 22d, by It Is
time spiders become inca
certain
a
circle
dinner
Wednesday breaking through thin ice while skating
Congregational
of spinning a web from lack of
pabie
as It was the last one before Rev. Mr
on the Androscoggin River.
The glutinous excretion
material.
Eaton's removal to Oxford.
The Waterville Board of Trade bas se- from which the slender threads are
G. A. Chandler and wife were happily
as tbe date
can
· Duraber of tbe,r friends lected Wednesday, March 15,
spun is limited; therefore spiders
frnm
Westf Sumner calling on tbem Wed- for tbe semi-annual meetiogof tbe Maine not keep on constructing new snares
from W
State Board of Trade to be held there.
Hut
nesday evening.
when tbe old ones are destroyed
Deputy Sheriff John S. Ballou of Bath, they can avail themselves of the wel»
Denmark.
reto
who was shot while attempting
producing powers of their younger
Fred Sanborn's horse ran away Tuescapture an Italian storekeeper at Topsthis they do withoui
day and the sleigh was badly broken upy bam, has bad bis right eye removed, and neighbors, and
No one hurt.
scruple. As soon as a spider's web
Is not yet out of danger.
The ofWe of Silver Rebekah Lodge,
constructiu^ material has become exBy tbe dropping of a lighted match hausted and its last web destroyed It
'neUlled Thursday evening
κ„ η λ
G. President Mrs. Brickeitof when lighting a lamp, Mrs. M. C. Me- sets out in search of another home,
byD.D.
so severely burnFryeburg, assisted by Mrs. Charles Far- Cann of Portland was that
it should chance to lind oue
she died the and unless
rlngton as marshal. Seventeen sisters I ed on the 21st Inst,
a battle usually enIs
teuantless
that
in
and brothers from Julian Lodge of Frye- ! next day. This is tbe aizth fatal fire
with the retreat
ends
which
sues.
only
burg were present. After the Installa- Portland in six months.
or death of the Invader or defender
I
tlon a banquet was served in the banquet
the
of
In
the
For tbe first time
history
hall. Reading by Miss Myrtle Fessen- Sons of Veterans of this state tbe annual
Individuality.
by th® SHver LodK® °"hes- encampment of that organization will be
To each Intellect belongs a special
The held at the same time and place as the
tra which was very much enjoyed.
We belong te ourselves, aud
following officers were installed.
encampment of tbe 6. A. R. bodies, power.
which has been arranged for June 14th we lose control of our own when we
Ci,~Sî,r*· K w Berry.
5
V. G-Mrs .Annie Barker.
and 15th at Augusta.
try to be some one else. The original
A''* Gray.
w'2'~£r*· Addle
Went worth.
uiind Is a magnetic center for the
Γ8.—Mr».
the
uf
branch
The
Bangor
Allegaah
Treas.-Mrs K. C.Jewett
Hut the
and Aroostook Railroad will be built, attraction of other minds.
Wsrdeo-Mis. Myrtie re.wnden.
iodestone loses nothing by attracion;
Atexander.
even without a tax rebate, and a hearing
^?d,e
R s"v «
K,or* flngree.
London New
It remains the same.
on approval of tbe location has been
f « «· ®-V.r·· Β»« A"en.
H a v ,9—*ίΓ· Mm Woo<'
ordered. Tbe length of tbe proposed Age
β Ζ'
road la about 157 miles, and the estimatn'«
0.Q.-Geo. r. KenUon.
OLD SOLDIER TORTURED.
ed coat of construction is $7,774,555.
1. G.—Mrs. Minnie Jsck.
Tbe route is almost entirely through 8
"For years I suffered unspeakable torThe following past grands assisted·
wilderness.
ture from indigestion, constipation and
Plniree
(?r'r('en—Mrs. Flora
liver trouble," wrote A. K. Smith, a war
Emm» Lord
have
excludbeen
Secreury-Mr·.
Seventy-eight pupils
^r«n'J
at Erie, Pa., "but Dr. King's
Grand Treasurer—Mre GUrt if fiaÏak·
of Portland on ac- veteran
the
schools
ed
from
Grand Chaplain—Mr·. Kate
me all
Pills fixed
right.
count of their dangerous phyelcal condi- New Life
Alphonzo Hilton was taken to tbe in tion. The medical board has examined They're simply great." Try them (or
sane bosoital the 26th for treatment
liver or kidney trouble.
7014 children and 3000 were found to any stomach,
at the pharmacy of the C. II
have some form of physical trouble. Only 25c
East Bethel.
Co.
Tbe matter of providing open air school Howard
Mr. George Swan went to Grafton last
rooms for tubercular children was disweek oo business.
cussed at the last meeting of tbe board.
come:
Mise Bertha Cole i« working for Mr».
Z. W. Bartlett.
Mere and There.
.
Urban Bartlett, who haa been very ill
of pneumonia, is alowly gaining.
PORTER ST.. SOUTH PARIS.
first
win*
the
round
in
New
Orleans
Freeborn Bean visited a friend at GorFOR YOUR
the Panama exposition tight, by a vote
hara, Ν. H.. over Sunday.
Mrs. J. W. Bean is spending a few of 9 to tl iu its favor in the bouse comweeks with her daughter, Mrs. Wm. G. mittee. But tliia does not tioiab it. San
Francisco has the money to tight to the
Bolt.
Misa Eva Glines of Bethel village is laat ditch, und we may now expect that
of Washington will flow with
teaching the remaining term of school the itreeta winea
and New Orleaus cockCalifornia
here and boarding at P. A. Bean's.
A
girl or woman for
Offioera of Alder River Grange were tails as they have never flowed before.
housework. Good pay for compeinstalled Jan. 20 by Past Master 0. B.
Parwell in a very able and pleasing manSecretary Norton la to retire from his tent help. Address B., care Oxford
ner.
The ceremony was conducted b>
position and to go into business for himMr. H. E. Bartlett aaaiated by Mra. Β. Ε
2tf
self. It baa not taken him many years Democrat, South Paris.
Bartlett. Refreshments of hot coffee, to learn that the lot of the President'·*
cake and sandwiches were served and
private secretary is not an entirely hapBank Book Lost
the social hour enjoyed.
py one. A rare combination of qualities
Notice Is hereby given that deposit t>ook No
Mr. F. B. Howe is loading a car ot is
required to make a man really enjoy 73l!> Issued bv the South I'arls Saving Ifitnk t<>
Leunder Λ. swan, has been Ion*, an·) that unlespotatoes at Locke's Mills to be shipped himself on that job.
tbe same Is presrnt· d wKhln six months a new
to Berlin, Ν. H., at 40 cents.
book will be Issued n« provided by law.
SOUTH PARIS SAVINGS BANK,
If we are going to reform the ballot
Albany.
By George M. uwood, Tn-as.
3
South Pari», Maine, Jan. 17, lull.
Ezma Hutcbina, who has been working and the laws for counting ballots in this
for Mrs. Bowler of Bethel for a short state (md there are several bills before
the legislature looking to that eud), let's
time, has returned to M. P. Lord's.
The
Roy Wardwell, who has been on the quit boating about the bush and adopt
Massachusetts form, straight.
the
sick list, is so as to be out

"h itexcited .the

FEBRUARY is the month we devote to cleaning Up
We also sell our XcW
the Odds and Ends of our stocks.
Winter Goods at Liberal Réductions. For example

It on
of It,
table, put himself In front
a wrap round bis shoulders,

Pethlck lifted It

Their

are

Our Clearance Sale!

con-

was produring which this treasure
duced. hut the date of this especial
other technical
paste was lost, with its
time Mr.
classifications. After a long

fisb,D« "βΜηη
Mr Heald will be busy in building
As Mr.
another camp, he with bia wife will generation faithfully.
D. D. Pkoper.
occupy one of bis campi for the present.
Chaa. Gray s "Bohemian Glass BlowOmaha, Neb.
exhibitions
*ave
Maine Newt Notes.
of tbeir skill at Grange Hall on Ave

is

It's Here!

The treastaining some heavy article.
vase, and
are turned out to be a large
collector
Li, who was ud enthusiastic
once sent for
of Chinese ceramics, at
to come
bis secretary, Mr. Pethlck.
and examine the new acquisition.
a careful
Some time was spent in
examination to determine the dynasty

to

Eut Sumner.
In the death of Mr. Thomaa J. Stepbena which occurred at the residence
of bis son, R. G. Stephens, on Jan. 21,
the town has lost one of its best citizens,
and withal one of ita landmarks, so to
speak, aa be was past 82 yeara of age
and nearly hie whole life has been spent
in town and at tbe ancestral homestead.

presented
gold bug

Shimouoseki.

BLUE STORES.

«

L.

C. SniLEV.

Millinery and Fancy Goods,

South Paris, Maine.

Market Square,

Ssn'b^

Free!

Free!

Free!

A KINC ΚΙΝΕΌ RANCE.

GREENHOUSE,
LETTUCE.
Wanted.

capable

again.
Large quantities of wood and lumber
market by tb«<
are being hauled to
farmer· of this vicinity.
Plint
is
"Aunt" Ann
quite ill of pneu-

Pennsylvania

Fire Insurance Co.

Resolutions

Bryant's Pond, Me., Jan. 21,1011.
A9SET9, DEC. 31, l'UO.
Whereaa, Nathaniel Farnum, member
φ 18H.377 07
of Franklin Grange, has been taken from Real Estate
monia at this writing.
Mort paire Loan·
I!i7,00 > 0«i
Blanche Emery is assisting Mrs. E. R us by death.
Collateral l.oan·
173,10»)^
Resolved, That by his death Franklin stock* ami Bonds,
fi,11*2,413 I·
Bartlett of Bethel for a short time.
172,16» 2U
Orange has sustained a great loss, and Cash lo office and Bank,
599.278 62
Halancee,
his family has lost a kind and affection- Igents' and
Man Drowned at Rumford.
Rente
Interest
Ni,0-7 ω
As James Turneval was returning to ate husband and parent and his townsrourt A ssets
7.707
G
♦
,0"i ; ft1
citizen.
men
a
respected
his home in Rumford Friday evening
Deduct Heme not admitted,
189,639 24
Resolved, That we tender our deepest
about midnight he attempted to cross
Admitted Assets
$ 7,517,393 Si
the stone railroad bridge over one of the sympathy to bis widow and family, beLIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1910
artificial ponds in the Oxford mill yard. lieving and trusting that what is our loss
$ 3.S3.IK2 83
Several freight cars were on the track ia his gain, and that we with them may Sot Unpaid Losses,
Premium·,
4,12rt,»7u (M
Turneval look for oonsolatlon to Him who doeth Unearned
and the sleepers were icy.
VII other Liabilities,
30.(x« 00
well.
750,000 (Ki
slipped and fell through the bridge to all things That in token of our sorrow Cash Capital,
Resolved,
2,226,.* 0 85
A companion,
A it k man
Surplus over all Liabilities
the canal.
be draped In mourning for a
Campbell, tried to save him and but for our charter
Total Liabilities and Surplus
$ 7.517;i'J3 5>î
resothe efforts of a third party, David Carr, period of thirty days and that these
W. J. WHEELER Λ CO., Agent".
be
lutions
spread on the records of the Γ.-7
South i'arli, Maine.
Campbell would bave met the same fate
ftrange, and a copy be aent to the family
as Turneval, who was drowned.
Although a large crew baa been aearob- of our departed brother.
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES.
Henry Davis.
) Committee
ing for the body it baa not yet bean
on
Mrs.
Henry
>
Davis,
24
was
Turneval
old
and
found.
years
Emily J. Felt,
lolaad Fisheries and Qime.
) Résolutions.
was a back-tender on machine No. g In
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game I
the Oxford paper mill, where a brother
will give a Public hearing In Its room at the
He came from
The Way of the Trustreuor.
of his also is employed.
State House In Augusta, (State Museum),
the Scottish highlands in the summer,
James H. Tillman, one time lieutenant
On Wednewlty, Feb. 1Mb, at 2 p. m.
after
here
relatives
in
visiting
and
returning
slayer No. 33. On Petition of W. vv. Perkins and 311
governor of South Carolina,
Scotland. It is understood that bis of N. O. Gonzales,
of the Colum- others In favor of amending the law relating to|
sweetheart was to have come to America bia State, la dying In a wretched bat marking of trap·.
No. 14. An act to extend ihe close time on I
soon, where they were to be married.
near Edgefield, attended by an old negro
'jirlbon and to provide for a clow time on bull |
Mr. Turneval la spoken of as a very who Is his only
He is es- noose.
companion.
fine young man and the accident ia deep
tranged from wife and relatives, desert- No. 21. An act to regulate the number, also
ly felt particularly among the Scotch ed by former friends and penniless. But ;be number of pounds, of lanu-lockcd salmon,
togue and white perch, which can be
people.
for the old negro it la aald Tillman would ;rout, In
iken
one day by one person during open
was
Tillman'
have atarved to death.
ieaaon.
Young Man Killed in the Wood·. unoe the moat popnlar politician in No. Si. An act to
regulate the taking of I
While at work in the aaw mill of N. S. South Carolina, bat be bas been ostra- >eaver.
Stowell A Co. In township No. β, in the olzed since Be killed Editor Gonzalea,
No. 26. An act to regulate the transportation
and game beyond the limita of the Plate
northern part of the county, on Priday. who was unarmed.
Although acquitted 1 >f>f flih
Maine for breeding, iclenUilc and advert!-lng
the 20th, Howard Bolt of Dixfield, 18 by a jury, be has never been acquitted
lurpoaea.
rears of age, was fatally Injsred by a
by the public. Tillman sought to enter
piece of lumber thrown from the strip- the ministry in 1904, but tbe church
Judiciary.
ping aaw on wbiob be was working, barred him. Hla wife left him and be
The Committee on Judiciary will give a public I
striking him In the stomach. He lived iraa stricken with tbe illness from which
In Ita room at the State House In Antearing
did
not
reooier
but
about half an hour,
he,la dying. He is a nephew of Senator { ;usta,
consciouaneas. His remains were taken B. R. Tillman and a son of George D.
Feb. 23, at 3 p. M.
to Norrldgewock, bla former home.
nilman, who was once a representative No. KM. On an act to correct and protect I
I
In oongress.
lelples·, neglected and offending children.
DEATB IN ROARING FIRE
Fab. 17, at % P. M.
of
firework
the
from
may not reanit
No. 106. On m act to Insure publicity with
are always
nature
Medicines
aid
that
are
caused
burn·
often
severe
esuec; to the demanda upon the State and to
bugs, bnt
Chamberlain's Cough acllltate the
that make a quick need for Bucklen's raost effectual.
legislative committee· In dealing
It allays the
rlth questions or appropriation.
Arnioa Salve, the quickest, surest oure Remedy aots on this plan.
the
se·
1
sough, relieve· tbe lungs, opens
for burns, wounds, bruises, bolls, sores
the
Lcfal Affaira.
It snbdoe· Inflammation. It kills pain. 1 iretlons and aids nature in restoring
Thou·
ι
It aoothM and heal·. Drive· off akin lystem to a healthy condition.
Tueaday, Feb. 7th.
ex·
1
Its
1
lands
testified
to
superior
have
Mo. 1#. An act lo amend law relating to the
eruptions, uloers or pllea. Only 25c. at < telleno·.
Sold bj all dealers.
i •eking and branding of appl··.
the store of the C. H. Howard Co.

editor

j

(

t—— J

)·

J

S2 Down and S2 a Month
The person

bringing·

ADVERTISEMENT,

i;he largest number of this ENTIRE
to
the Oxford Democrat,

cut from

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE, Norway,
Thursday, Aug. 3,1911, at 3 p. m.,
valued

$60.00·

at

^°'
King Kineo Range,
στ»Έΐτ?0θ*νθ
F REE. Ask your friends to begin to save this advertisemen:
a

^

or you.

It Grows Hair
But Not After the Hair Root
is Dead.

Cbae. II. Howard Co. will tell you
hat the) hell a great many bottles of
'arisian Sage because it gives tatisfacion.
They guarantee it to eradicate danruff, stop falling and splitting hair and
tching scalp, or money back.
Parisian Sage will make hair grow if
he bair root is not dead; it puts lile and
aster into dull and faded bair, and is
be most delightful bair dressing in the
rorld. Only δΟ cents a large bottle.
"I have used Parisian Sage and it is
lie best hair grower and beuutirier,
andruff cure, and icalp cleaner 1 have
ver used."- Mrs. H. I. Fulton, Oakley
'j
kVe., Lynchburg, Va., June 0, 11)10.
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Mr and Mr*. Philip S. Mason
ing relatives in Massachusetts.

«re

Tinit-

Dr and Mrs. Ear'· Ε Beeseyof Boston
tre guests at Mrs. L. C. Morton's.

sorra p.m

Josiah W. Taylor of Augusta visited
»t George M. G les' the
p:tst week.
The snow and blow of Eriday and
Saturday made things look a little oldvwhioned fora while. It will
help out
in the woods.

HOCTH PAKI8 ΡΟβΤ limcl.

7:*Ά. M. to 7 Λ) P.
(,ιβο« Hour·
tfBAJCD TBCN2 BAILWAT.
Commencing September 25. 1910,
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tbaiss lkavk soith
Mrs. Carrie A. Briggs has been serieast —* «Α. *.. dally; 9.30 AM..
wiu< IwwnSunday;».#ι·. *.. dally,
ill with pneumonia and
ously
«eept
complica3Jip
west -9 30 Α. M., dally;
tions during the past week. She is now
i,
P.
47
*..
8
dally.
Sunday;
>omewhat better, though not out of
jei.y except
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Church. Kev. A. T. Me
yirst Congregational
10:4S a
Pastor. Preaching service.
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Any one caring to donate a handkerchief to that booth for the Universalist
Uood Cheer fair, March 1 2-S, will receive the hearty thanks of the chairman.
Mise A. M. Douglass, for the same.

11 *' A. * ; Y. P. s. c. Κ. Ht*'
Kientng service 7W p. μ.; Church
at 7 Λ> ρ m
nut-He»· wednes«lay evening
connected. Are corU tally !n
,.h

»,

ianger.

\:i."rn>t otnerwlse
J**·)
vite·'
'-· < hurcb. Kev Τ Ν. Kewley. Pastor
:ολιο a
Don't forget the Universalist Good
η lay. π rnlng prayerroeetlng
Or
10 45 a. *.; Sabtatb Schoo
Ltëik'.iiD»' '<ervl*League
uo p. *.; Cheer supper will occur on Tuesday »>f
6
f> M hpwortfeWedneedayMeeting
7:30; cla*» next week, Feb. 7th, which is the Qist
"rayer meeting venlng 7 Λ. evening
Tuesday. The entertainment will be a
acting Kr1 lay
»

Kev. Is., A. I'avls, Pastor.
hlng «ink* 10 45 A B.; Sal,
·.
Y. I*. S. C. Κ., 6:15 p. m.;
h>. 1J Β
7 ■·»■ P. b. ; Wednesday evening
rarer meeting
AU ar»·
free.
>eau
service 7:30.
H4|

*

:

trvh,

by Lumley Band,
please.

concert

rr«M.

fail to

which can't

Another range is to be given away at
Hobbs' Variety Store, and the advertisein this issue of the Democrat.
Suuday
Β
»
1 The time exires in August, and the ad
vertisement will be pub'ished for six
*7 P. M.
months. Look after it.
«ΤΑΓΚΙ- ΜΚΚΠΚΟβ.
Regular I
M -Pari Lodge, No. iH.
V a A
Wilfred E. Kicker of Portland, Grand
Ι
full
moon.
Tuesday ••venins on or before
a
and Seal of the
MJ.-a Lodge, regular meet- Keeper of Records
1.1». '> Κ —Mount
Aurora
week
Ιλ evening of each
Knights of Pythias, was at South Paris,
Is.· Τ ire
and thirl Monday evening"
rst
:
υ·
Κ
and went with J A. Kenney, who is
of. icû r::onth.
R.—M-unt Ple tean Kebekah Lodge, No. Distiict Deputy Grand Chancellor for
:>
or
ea-'O
fourtn
KrMaye
·>
on 1 an
this district, to Stonebam Saturday
jt.
> : : ΝΙμν* Hall.
g
night, where Mr. Kenney installed the
U.K. Klmba Post, No. 14ji, meet·
\
b
officers of Hiawatha Lodge.
:r i
^aturlay evenings of ea.

^rtïer

Church, Kev Chester Gore Miller,
Ulver-.ι st V"«.IVW|
l'r« a· hlng service every <>un-lay at
fSit'
School al U M. Y. 1*. C. U
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K. Ha.i

!n
of the G A.
a. Kimball Circle, Ladles
r<t i'i'1 third Saturday evenings of
crtHall.
7 ortb. in >.rand Απ».ί
a I- i nam' erlaln Camp meets
\
■—lay nig.it after the full of the I
\·

:
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\
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1 to Oct.

May
H.—Par!» Grange,
ur-t in 1 thirl Saturday; .luring
from

year, meet» every
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ment start·»

1,

the'
Saturday, !n

of
1,0 b.c.—Second and fourth Monday·
contn.
ei
s
t. ". Ρ —stony Brook Lodge. No. 181,
fourth Wednesday evening·
a ;■··.■■ ..a! and

Mrs. Harry D. Cole was called to
Livermore Falls last week by the illness
of her stepmother, the widow of C. R
Houghton, formerly of Bryant's Pond
and later of Canton. Mrs. Houghton
died Sunday morning. The remains will
be brought here Tuesday morning, and
the fuoeral will be held at Mr. Cole's at
10::10 a. it. Burial will be at Bryant's
Pond later.

Mrs. FredS. Brown and son, who have
been for some time with Mrs. Brown's
r a
parent·1, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stuart, left
for their new home in Caribou.
Saturday
in
Ltethel
is
visiting
(\>ok
Mrs. hnily
were accompanied by Mrs. Brown's
They
weeks.
tew
for
sister. Miss Leon» D. Stuart, who will
relu
spend the rest of the winter at Caribou.
Mr< [)>'M Β Greene is visiting
Mss Stuart gave a farewell dinner party
lived in Auburn.
Tnursday eveuing to the members of
M»» \ :e Abbott has gone to Auburn ! the
\Y A. S. Club. The guests present
to ν sit ber s ster.
were Miss
Myrtle Buck, Miss Ma M.
a1
tbe
house
in
Field. Miss Eva Swett, Miss FloraMurcb,
K.i : h K<1 wards was
cold.
with
a
sick
Miss Helen M. Barnes, and Miss Florence
few lays last week,
Gordon.
Miss Heli u 1'orter has gone to Lynn
sitiun in a shoe shop. I
where she h is a
A Protest.
'
Albion Andrews and hilitor Deium'fttt:
Mr. au«l Mrs
Will you allow me a few lines by way
M -» MiMred I'arlin were m Lewistori
>f protest'.' In your last number appearSaturday.
ed an article entitled "A Hero and
Miss Veil te Preble of Bryant's Pond
K 'se Murphy Sat- Patriot." The article was a summary of
t M
w»».i i.· ie->'
rtios. I'aiue's life, and was splendidly
urday ao'l >uo'lay.
mitten. But while Paine was all that
will
:he article represents him, be it remem1'he < iir >".tu Kndeavnr Society
store
Ν
Bolster's
I).
jered that he is more famous as an inhave a Γ·· I we »'
veterate enemy of the Bible and ChristianFri'iay aftern >a, Feb. .'id.
Paine's
tv than as a great patriot.
Theh vs if Lutnley Band, with their
"Age of Reason" is a most relentless
> Norway Saturday
went
t
"its.
iDiT'i!'
ittack on the Bible and Christianity, and
t have their picture taken.
tlso contains a vulgar attack on the
I was personally
M ss F irenoe K'Chardson, who is at- Holy Mother of Jesus.
'■'''>·* Business CoBege, was at
ed into the night of intidelity by readteu ί
ug this b >ok, and it took me years to
b i; ni.· Saturday and Sunday.
>reak away from its pernicious influence.
The I.a.lies' Whist Club was entertainThis happened when I was a school boy.
e-i by Mr·. \\ îiittle ancj Mrs. Fletcher at
l'aine was not a friend to our Holy Bible
Mrs Whittle's Thursday afternoon.
ind our Holy Religion. Our American
Mr« hilis !>obleof West Paris was in ichools are based on the rock of Holy
attended
and
week
last
wri
«
few
:
days
scripture. 1 therefore, without bigotry
>r narrowness, protest against the life of
th- :iebe<ah meeting F'riday evenin<.
Paine being made conspicuous in
Daniels has gone to Tbos.
Mrs Mary Ε
will »pen>l jur public schools.
We#' Minor, whete she
A T. McWhoktbb.
several weeks with her son. William M.
South Paris, Jan. 26, 1911.
uf

a> a

month.
t -Hamlin Lodge, No. 31. meets every
u ning it Pythian HaU.

Daniels.

Golden Wedding.
Tb,» fiftieth anniversary of the marriage of Mr. and Mrs Albert Η Jones of
Denmark was heid at Odd Fellows' Hall
η that town,
Wednesday evening, the
A i:·! >.l house greeted the Canadian
i'jth inst. About 1·>0 friends aud neigh.biire > fibers Thursday eveninc, and
bors gathered at the hall aud gave them
ttieir Mogiritf as at their former appeartheir hearty greetings and good wishes.
Aii .-e here save great pleasure to everyMr and Mrs Joues have been residents
b- ufv.
•f Denmark a good many years, aud are
Μ;*» »· -rine Brigcs received a sum
well kn >wn through the surrounding
a.os ast Wednesday togo to Rangelev towns.
They reside at the well known
She started tummer home, called the Maplewood.
^ »re for awillpatient.
Mis Jones was born in Holderness,
probably remain for
i-ursilay au<J
Ν". II., t!*> year·· ago, is a good sister in
'.«rest of the winter.
Mr. Jones is
Silver R-bekah Lodge.
Advertised letters and carde iu South
well known, and is sometimes called the
iiris post office Jan. :H). 1UU :
old man of the mountains, is a member
Mr Paul Henneit, (letter.)
of Prquawket Lodge, No. 4!>, I. O. O. F.,
Mr» H. K. Martin, (letter.)
Mr ; rank Bensou.
trdj
Browntield, and a Past Chief Patriarch of
Μ)— A<la Cole, (carl.)
No.
14,
Mt. Pleasaut Encampment,
Mr. 1·. N. Hatt, (card
I. O. O. F
Bridgton, and is 71 years of
The Seneca Club meets this Monday age, strong and hearty.
The proThere was a large number of presents
evening with Mrs. Barnes
with
domestic consisting
f gold aud other things.
gramme is concerned
Household suggestions will I».· Readings, singing and play were indulgienc»«.
made by the members on the roll call, ed iu until a late hour. Supper was
*u ! later recipett will be exchani;etl.
served in the banquet hall.
Ε Walker left Monday murnwhere she will vijit
S. ^
s'er, Mrs. Nathan A. Chase, for
two weeks.
Mus l·
; >r 1

ia«:

..ι

n,

Woman's Missionary Society of
Pomona Grange Dates.
Baptist church will hold its meeting
Oxford County Pomona Grange has arHiursday at half past two. The Maine
the following placée of meeting
Vice-President, Mrs. Uowatt, is to be ranged
and dales for (he present year:
Special singinsr, and a mite Jan. 3Ί.
presets.
Norway lirai!#», Norway.
b· χ opening. A full attendance is de
•■'eh 7th. Franklin Grange, Bryant'* Pond.
sired
March Tlh. West Parle Grange, West Paris.
April 4th, Pleasant Valley Grunge, West
υ·»··

»'

The

e

M"

r

ubui·*»»

i«wi*r

eoj yable an·! largely attended meeting
Friday evening. The degree wn cunferred upon (our candidate* after which
c lee. sandwiches, cake, etc., were serv
e«i. then a suciab e enjoyed fur the rest
of tiie eveuing.

At the quarterly conference of the
Methodist church Wednesday evening,
wii.i h was tiie last une of the conference
unaoitn>us invitation wan given
vear,
Rev. T. X. Kewley to return to this!
Mr. Kewley
church fur auother year.
ha» been here four years.

Bethel.

May '.'Ί. Mountain Grant·', North Bucklield.
Jureti. Hebron Grange, Hebron
June is, I'pton Grantee, Upton (special.)
Ut, Bear Mountain Grange. >outh
Au*
Waterfonl.
■
Sept. 5th, Frederick ltoble Grange, 'tlstield
Gore.
< >et 3 I. Lakeside Grange, Harrison.
Nov. Tth, Kound Mountain Grange, Albany.
Dec. Mh, Parts brange. South Parts, (annual
meeting )
I.. K. M civil KK.
C. 8. Hamlin,
A M Kikksu.n,
Α. Κ. Μοκλκ,
Committee.

Resubmission May DropOut of Sight.

Large Fire Damage
THREE STORE·* BCBNED
OP

$15,000

at

OUT, WITH LOSS

Once More the Sewer.
West Paris, Jan. 20, 1911.
K'litor Democrat :
The newer question at South Paris is
1 >f so much
importanco it does not easily
1 iown.
It has been so long before this
:>iwn and so extensively discussed, that
t is bard to enlarge, but the communi:ation of Ε. E. Field places it in such a
ight that South Paris people too well
mderstand what good citizens ought to
lo.
The good people of South Paris, many
1 )f them are
opposed to forcing this large
expense on our town and oppressively
grinding those not living immediately
ihere with so heavy and burdensome
axes for matters that really benefit only
class* and are not called for by the
public good. This is special class action,
is outside of South Paris no one can say
t is demanded, and largely of no benefit
to citizens there.
The statutes say that towns may, not
«hail, when necessity and public convenience require if, construct public
«ewers, acd defines how and when, but
riot until the town votes to raise the
mouey therefor, and not then unless
necessity calls for it. This town has for
?ιχ years voted not to construct sewers
there, and the voice of the town fairly
given is against it and should have been
accepted, or eNe the voice of the people
But at the
for government is fallacy.
las' annual meeting tbe weather was
terrible, aud people living out in back
parts of the towu could not get to town
meeting, and South Paris by old Tammany methods coaxed and drove in
schemirgly enough to get a vote to raise
thirty-five hundred dollars to construct
a
South Paris Bewer, and did other
things marvelous to relate, thus plunging our town further into debt, making
taxes heavier and more burdensome and
Mr. rieia says a party ai aouui raris
said to him that an article should be put
into the warrant till tbe town could be
forced to build a «ewer (at South Paris,
of course). This calls to mind tbe story
of lTncle Solon Chase. though I do not
kuow who the party may be, but the retort will well apply. In the Greenback
days Uncle Solon was an inveterate
Greenbacker, and stumped about tbe
country on "too much hog in the dollar." But after the question was settled
of hard money. Uncle Solon
in favor
went west to speak for McKiniey in the
campaign. In a great meeting while
speaking, he was interrupted by a growl''Seems to me you have
er who said,
changed your mind since you were here
before." UdcIb Solon said, "Yes, men
sometimes cliange their
minds, but
mules and asses never." This fellow at
South Paris ought to smoke that until
repentance smooths his way of citizeu-

'EK DO, THAT

THE CENSUS MAN WAS SHY.

OB MOBE.

A fire which started in the basement
of Opera House Block at Norway Saturday morning caused a practically total
loss of stock in three of the stores in
the building, and damaged the building
itself, by hard work the damage was
confined almost entirely to those three
stores.
The building, which is the largest and
costliest in the towo, is a brick block
containing on the ground floor the rooms
of tbe Norway National Bank, the clothing «tore of H. B. Foster, the jewelrystore of V. W. Hills, the millinery store
of Mrs. K. L. Powers, the shoe store of
the Ε. N. Swett Co., the armory of Co.
D, Second Regiment, N. G. S. M., and
the selectmen's office, and above the
opera house.
wlien the fire
it was about 7 Α. M
was discovered.
It was then in the base
ment of Hills' store, and the only cause
that can be assigned for it is crossed
wires. There is uo fire in the building,
it being heated bv steam trom tbe Cutnrainge plant, and lighted by electricity.
Η Ο. Porter, who is employed in
Foster's store, had been in and opened
the store and done his morning work,
and had been in tbe basement of the
store, without noticing anything wrong.
When Lee M. Smith came into tbe store
about 7, he discovered smoke pouring
into tbe rear of the room in volumes,
and the fire, which had apparently been
«•mouldering for some time, made fast
headway from that time.
An alarm was immediately rung in,
and tbe tire department was quickly at
work. Two streams were first put into
the basements of the Hills and Foster
stores from tbe rear.
Soon after it was
found that the fire was getting into tbe
stores on the ground floor, and streams
were put into the three stores from the
front. After about an hour's work the
tire was uuder control.
The stock in tbe clothing store of H.
B. Foster, the jewelry store of V. W.
Hills, and tbe millinery store of Mrs.
Powers, is nearly or quite a total loss, a
large part of tbe damage being by water.
Goods in tbe basement of the Ε. N.
Swett shoe store were a little damaged
by water. Other parts of the building
were filled with smoke, but the actual
file was confined to the three stores,
which are in tbe middle of the building.
With the damage to tbe building, tbe
total loss is doubtless $1~>,<X)0 or more.
All the parties carried insurance.
At the height of the tire, when a number of streams of water were being used,
telephone call was sent for tbe aid of
[be pressure on the South Paris water,
lystem, and Superintendent Bowker of |
:he South Paris system opened tbe gate
it the fair grounds between the systems !
>f the two towns—the first time it has
aeen opened since the South Paris sysem was put in use a
year ago. This
mproved the pressure at tbe lire quite
little.
Later, when the tire was uuder
:ontrol, the gate was shut again.

oppressive.

IF WE THINK AS MOST OF

Detailed figure· of the population of
Maine in tbe 1910 census were given out
by tbe census bureau laat week, and tbe
figure· for Oxford County are given below. In moat places tbe publication of
these figure» it the signai for a protest,
and probably do one will find a larger
growth than was anticipated in any one
division of the county:
i»io
Andover
Andover North Surplus
Bachelder'e Grant
Bethel
Bethel village
Rrownfleld
Bue* field

Ι,ΟΛ

Buckfield village
Byron
.1
Canton

357
lt*7

1,013
536

Denmark
Dix Held

l,«w
14&-'

Kryeburg
Fryenurg village
Fryeburg Academy Grant
Glieful
Grafton
Greenwood
Hanover

Hartford

Hebron...........................
Hiram
Llneoln Plantation
Lovell
Lvnchtown (township 5, range 4)
Magalloway Plantation
M aeon

Mexico

Norway
Oxford

,...

village

Oxford village

Parle
Parle Hill village
South Parle village
Parkertown (township 5, range

Peru

Porter
Rlchardeontown
Riley Plantation

2,065
3,002

2.215
1.221
473

3.43Ί

Upton

Waterford
Woodstock
I.etter V

Township 4, range 2
Township 5, range 6

3
746
(61
11
10
311

253
174
762
266
306
934
908
5
4
6

36,256

Total
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H. L. Winche.-

have their origin in a disordered stomach.
A physician who made a specialty of
stomach troubles, particularly dyspepsia,
after years of study perfected the forRexall Dyspepsia
mula from which

Henry Clifton Noble.
William Henry Clifton Noble of Ipnwicb, Ma»e., died at the Westboro State
Hospital, Westboro, Mass., January 15.
Mr. Noble was a native of Oxford, and
was born on April 1, 1807, being the eon
William

of Charles S. and Columbia (Perkink)
Noble. When he was 10 years of age, he
went to live with an aunt in Boston,
Miss Clara Perkins, by whom he was
reared and with whom he continued to
live till his marriage. He was educated
in Boston's public schools, and afterwards attended the Boston University
Law School, from which institution he
was graduated in the class of 1901, soon
thereafter opening an office in Boston for
the practice of his profession. In the
Barly part of 1904, symptoms of a mental
malady which at first appeared like
nervous prostration, but which did not
it all yield to the usual treatment for
mch a malady, begau to manifest themselves, developing after a time into a
listinct mania, not violent, but evidently
incurable. On December 2, 1903, only a
ihort time before this mental malady
began to manifest itself, he married Miss
Fanuie W. Jordan of Ipswich, and everything seemed to portend a happy futuro
For the young couple. When the shadow
fell, none thought it would bring so lasting a gloom, but the shadow never lifted,
»nd in December, 1904, the malady—
which had been diagnosed as paresis—
bad become so serious that he was obligad to close his office and give up his busiAfter he had taken a long rest,
ness.
however, bis health had so much improv&d that he reopened his office and resumed the practice of bis profession.
Ere long, however, his health again gave
itway, and he was compelled a second
time—and, as it proved, finally—to give
up business. Mrs. Noble, resuming the
position of stenographer in Boston,
which she had relinquished on her marriage, retained the pretty home which
they had fitted up in Dorchester, and for
six years proved what a brave woman
can do in the face of
disappointments
und discouragements. Late last autumn,
Mrs. Noble with her husband, and the
sister who made her home with them in
Dorchester, and upon whom the care of
Mr. Noble largely devolved, returned to
the Jordan homestead in Ipswich. A
few days later, all hope of Mr. Noble's
recovery having been abandoned, and it
being found necessary for the safety of
the household that he should be removed, he was taken to the above mentioned
state hospital at Westboro, the removal
being made on the 4th of last month
(December). He failed very rapidly
after his removal to the hospital, and, us
already stated, died on January 15. Ile
was a member of the Masonic order, of
the Boston Light Infantry, and of the J.
C. Wellington camp 14 of the Sons of
Veterans of Cambridge, Mass., of which
camp he was one of the organizers.
Besides his wife, he is survived by his
father, who resides in Paris, and by two
sisters, M re. David Knight of West Somerville, Mass., and Mrs. Oscar Kinch of
Orford. Ν. H. The remains were removed from Westboro to the late home of
the deceased at Ipswich, and there the
funeral was held on January 18, interment being in the Jordan family lot in
the cemetery in that town. Mr. Noble
grasped the fundamental principles of
j tbe law with rare intuition, and having a
pleasing personality and an unusual
cordiality of manner, his success in hie
chosen profession, had his life been
spared, could not fail to have been marked. To hie many friends it is the source
sorrow that a career
of the
j which deepest so auspiciously should
opened
have been brought to
ι thus prematurely
its close. Mrs. Noble has the deep symof friends.
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pathy of a wide
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Make This Test.

How to Tell if Your Hair is Diseased.
Even if you have a luxuriant bead of
liair you may want to know whether if
98 per
is in a healthy condition or not.
sent of the people need a hair tonic.
Pall a hair out of your head; if the
bulb at the end of the root is white and
shrunken, it proves that the hair is disi'ased, and requires prompt treatment if
If the bulb
its loss would be avoided.
is pink and full, the hair is healthy.
We want every one whose hair requires
treatment to try Roxall "93" Hair Tonic
We promise that it shall not cost anything if it does not give sa'isfactory results. It is designed to overcome dan- ;
iruff, relieve scalp irritation, to stimulate
the hair roots, tighten the hair already
in the head, grow hair and cure baldness,
It is because of what Kexall "93" Flair
Tonic has done and our sincere faith in
its goodness that we want you to try it
Two sizes, 50c. and $100
it our risk.
Sold only at our store—The Roxall Store.
2has. H. Howard Co.

hi. Norway

friends the first of the week.
Monday the stockholders of the Ν >r \
follow
way Water Company elected the
iog officers:
President—Chas. S Tubbs.
Vice-President— Luther K. PI»»-.
Treas-W.W. Wl.ltmarsh.
^(ι(»

._ΜονΗΓΊ Π. KinItn·

li"kKjmΛ. tS! Harry

nr:»r.d:rr

»,

.... o~

is rte unpper of the winter eea.on.
Rev J H. Little of Bethel, assisted b>
Charles A. Frost, and Kmraa Swan, installed the officers of
lohn F. Swain and Arthur F. Morriu
are the two jurors drawn for the March
fcprm of tbo S. J· court·
Donald B. Partridge is rapidly recovering from the operation for appendlcitie
He is now with his parents at Nor-

S!?r^ay /Morrill
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SOLVES A DEEP MYSTERY.
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We

them to you.
Goods, and we are ready to show
dainty colorings, large assortment pat-

Surely

just

piece,
samples.

them in the

personally

do the next best, let

and see
us send

only partial description
show you, including
things
White, Natural and ColShantungs, Linens

all qualities and
White India
of all
widths. Dotted Swisses and White Goods
a
have
We
descriptions, in Cotton and Wool.
of NEW SPRING
larger assortment than ever
PERCALES.
GINGAAMS AND

lady of South

SheisGoingtoSee
in Berkshire"

at if her

looking

worth

letter is written

on

the paper "Made

by

Eaton, Crane & Pike.
These papers

perfect

ture,

perfect

in color and

writing surface.
use

are

You

in

perfect

will

give

any other kind if you

tex-

in

never

them

prices—All
yourself.

good.

Chas. H. Howard Co.,
(Succeeeore to F. Λ. Sliurtleff Λ Co.)

Paris,

Wretched Stomach.

continually.

I decided to try the Electro Medical
treatment when I fouud those Specialists
were

in

Norway.

When I first went to them for treatI had to be carried in and out of
their otHee. After the first few treatments I began to improve rapidly, and
now I can walk iu and out with little
ment

NORWAY, MAINE.

assistance.
I am relieved of pain and soreness and
I sleep lirst-rata which I have not been
able to do before for a long time.
It has also helped me in mauy other
Mus. George H. Davis.
ways.

II

Sweaters !

Jan. 14, 1011.
I have taken the treatment of the
Specialist at Beal'e Hotel for lung and
stomach trouble, and now I am feeling
the best I have since last June when I
began to run down. I had Consumption
in the first stages and a complication of
other troubles. I had tried many kind*
my
of medicine without results in
mv
desperation, for I knew the result if the
case was neglected and I dreaded
thoughts of leaving my eight children
Knowing the value
alone in the world.
of time and the danger of delay in my
Electro
case, I determined t<> try the
Medical Specialist for I had heard much
of their wonderful cures, and now I am
so
pleased and grateful that I want
others to know of it eo that they may be
M its. C. D. Morse
cured as I am.

Norway, Me

If you have weak lungs remember
catarrh leads to consumption.
of
Tumors,
kinds
Scrofula, all
Diseases of the Stomach and Digestive

There is nothing quite so warm or
quite so convenient as a Sweater.

Boys' heavy, regular made sweaters,
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50
Men's Superior Knit Coats, colors,
silver, cardinal, crimson, white and
green, prices

$1.25, $2.00, $3.00, $3.50, $4.50

Eorj

Heavy Home-spun, Fleece Knit Coats.

exceptionally warm,
serviceable
just needed for
these cold days, prices,
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50
These coats

|

MEBHONEMAR
Scotch Yarn,

Spanish Yarn,
Saxony Yarn,

Germantown Yarn,

For Sale.

Shetland Floss

Merritt Welch,

TEAM BELLS, SHAFT BELLS,
BODY BELLS AND SWEDISH
I BELLS.
prices

large

good

why

James N. Favor, ZXX.\M.V.UC""

are

coats,

We have a large assortment of these
coats and want you to look at them.

paralytis,

L

qualities

unable to come to the store

A i;* m obiles have been doing more ur
It is now said that resubmission stands
les» business on the good sleighing dura gi od chance of failing te get the necTront
titf 'lie past week. The first of the essary two-thirds vote in the legislature ship.
Many of tbe good citizens of South
Wfvlc j' i·' Kiplev went to Portland and a
Those fearful Nervous Diseases of
chance of failing to go through
giMid
town
the
to
are
Paris
dyspepsia,
making
opposed
dr ue h me a 1911 F rd roadster, which
men and women, no matter from what
after all, even though tifteeu Kepublican
that
of
the
poisons
kidney
rid
in
their
system
sewers,
a
few
ANI)
persons put
fca* since been run quite a distance on
help
Mrs. Samuel T. Llttlefield.
CHA8 H. HOWARD CO. SELL THEM
cause arising, Paralysis, Headache, Prosmembers, according to the canvass, will
and
cause rheumatism, Electric Bitters has
the roads, and others took advantage of «•itlier vote for it or refrain from voting and we feel grateful for their candor
tration. Lame Back, Neuralgia, Sciatica,
GUARANTEE THEM.
Mre. Evelyn (Greene) Littletield, wife no
is
bottle
them.
Every
think
we
when
Try
and
of,
equal.
unselfishness;
the good weather to get out and take h
The trouble is that six Demoof Ex-Aldermau Samuel T. Littletield of
at all.
50c. at the
food to keep yourself alive. and Rheumatism.
eat
You
to
Only
to be
satisfy.
and
others
named
been
what
has
guaranteed
j
Mo.
Diseases of the Liver, Kidneys and
Mass., died Thursday aftercrats, according to the report, have beeu
When you put food iuto a healthy
of the C. H. Howard Co.
can they not see the in-; Somerville,
Male Troubles, Weakness, (do
their pharmacy
for resubmission, crowding on,
it is the duty of that stomach to Bladder,
quod, Jan. 5, at the residence of
stomach
iutereet?
no
to
those
February 1'th is the date of the next found who will not vote or
done
having
matter from what cause j
not voting. It justice
Littletield, 53 Elmore
son, Robert T.
This is the e>ther voting against it
extract from the food all of its nutriOkiregatiunal supper.
Mother· In Tht· Town.
a party chooses to build a house in j
To
If
Diseases of Women—Ulceration, DisNewton Center, Mass., where
said that quite a part of the
tions matter.
•u'per served by the young married is also
a mud hole or a pot
hole, is the town ι Street,
Children who are delicate, feverish ami cross
their
Falling, etc., Profuse, Painmade
had
husband
her
placements,
and
is
she
Democrats are rather more than willing
matter
* >nien and is one of the best of the
Mother
along
nutritious
relief
from
Gray's
This
passed
will get Immediate
under obligation to grade up and put in !
illness of Robert Sweet Powders for Children. They cleanse the to the blood, and in turn is carried to ful or Suppressed Menstruation.
serious
the
so. because if resubmission
since
be
should
home
will
it
go
Nto η
entertainment
The
his property valuabh ?
are recommended
Consultation and examination free any
it to newerage to make
of the
last summer. Her death was caused by stomach, act on the liver, and
furnished under the auspices of the is defeated, they will again have
A pleasant remedy and supplies life to every part
children.
Not at all. Then to think that these
this month except Sunday in person
and occurred with- for complaining
day
w>
a shock of
Free.
and
use for campaign purposes as in the past.
25c.
Sample
church,
all
At
worms.
for
druggists,
Congregational
sewer
body.
Norway
Address with stamp, The
parties who are the movers for this
3-G
than an hour after she was strick- Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. V.
is upset it does not or by mail.
less
in
stomach
cao be assured that it will be a good
If
ones
assist
your
all
needed
are able to make
Norway. Me
Married.
Mrs. Littletield was a native of Alen.
nourishment to supply Electro Medical Specialist,
one
extract
enough
Kemember the date, Feb. 9tb.
on
the
and
unfortunate
in crowding
poor
Hours 0 to 12 a. m., 2 to 4 and 7 to 8
and was born on June 12, 1848,
Cenas C. Bo wen. of Waterbury, Ct.,
of the body, and naturally
an Easy Test.
wants
Is
the
bany,
This
tbe
Look
at
lamentable.
is
poor widow,
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Cotton of Windsor, and Isa Gertrude Whitman, of South
of John A. and Ella
wherever the body is p. m.
hard- being the daughter
Allen's Foot-Kase In one shoe and disease develops
Vermont, bave taken one of the three Paris, Maine, were united m marriage by left perhaps without ample means, door A. (Lovejoy) Greene. When a young notShake
In the other, and notice the différence. Just | weakest.
the
wolf
front
the
to
able
keep
Mctiun memorial windows in the ne» Hev. Η. Y. Markland, at the M. E. ly
went to Somerville, where she the thing to use when rubbers or overshoes be- j
Stomach trouble or indigestion causes
to girl she
Methodist church in loving memory of church parsonage this afternoon.—Cats- and struggling on for her little ones,
your shoes seem to pinch.
married Mr. Littletield oo Dec. Θ, 18t)9, come necessary, and
biliousness, nervousness, weak
dizziness,
subtti■
the
and
Don't
her
in
home,
25c.
little
any
accept
hold
them
the cough and h«al· lung·
Sold
\
their mother, Harriet Howard Pu Is fer kill
and where, at 321 Broadway, Winter tut*. Everywhere,
headaches, sleeplessness, •top·
sick
Y.) Daily Mail.
(\.
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of
homes
Sample
and
bumble
uufortuuate
bai.
The middle section of this window
8-t! j
resided. The Le Roy, Ν. Y.
is properly
thenceforth
of
belching
The above paragraph
waterbrash,
Hill,
tbey
nightmare,
who have hardly the necessaries of life,
ω
l'peu Bible scroll resting on roeo vouched for by a correspondent who
foul breath, despondency,
sour food,
couple had two children—the above"with her favorite text thereon—''God is sends it to the Democrat, but there is and are able to get along only by the ut- mentioned son, and a daughter who died
and even loss of energy and
no
constipation
Horn.
was
a
Love"; the lirst and third sections the nothing to indicate the date. Our corre- most economy, and women having
Littletield
childhood. Mrs.
memory.
of voting to protect themselves. in
right
her
know
letter»—A for alpha, and Ο for omega—
to
a
is
and
wealthy
most estimable woman,
For any stomach trouble, no matter
In Philadelphia, Pa, Jan. 9, to the wife of!
spondent adds: "Mr. Bowen
Yet these suffer by such oppressive
the tiret and the last.
Harry T. Jordan, a son, Harry Thomas Jordan,11 how bad, Chas. H. Howard Co. sell and
poultry fancier, and has a beautiful home ways, and the votes of dozens of men was to love and admire her. She never Jr.
was rugged and robust in health, though
a fifteen acre fruit farm in the subMi-o-na stomach tablets to
Miss Marion E. Simpson, daughter of and
who can be rallied in and about South
In Norway, Jan. 21, to the wife of Clement E. guarantee
to her friends her strength seemed in- Ward, a
relief and permanent cure, or
quick
give
Mr and Mr* John Simpson, observed urbs of Waterbury."
daughter.
Parie who pay only a poll tax, to build
exhaustible.
Though bestowing un- In Norway, Jan. 22, to the wtfe of H. M. Jack- money back.
her twelfth birthday last Tuesday even
sewers for the benefit of the favored
Justices Reappointed.
attention upon her husband and son, a son.
Δ large box costs but 50 cents at Chas.
must and can say I envy not the limited
Fourteen
I
ones.
'n? with a party from 7 to 9.
In a list of nominations made last
son and a large family of sisters, she yet
H. Howard Co., and druggists everyor heart of any one that will do it.
head
guests were present, making a merry
week by Governor Plaisted are the foi· j
found time to listen to any cry of need
where. They are small and easily swalMarried.
When the struggle was on to change
P»rty of seventeen in all. One of the
in the neighborhood. She had a kind
lowed, and used regularly they will
Ruests was a cousin. Miss Alixena Simp lowing:
the place of town meetings I felt and
first
her
for every one, and
cure indigestion.
Trtal Justice—*eth W. Fife, Fryeburg.
these difficulties, and opposed word
Games wt»-e
®od, of Sbelburce, Ν. H.
feared
Jan. 27, at the Methodist parson- surely
In
Buckfleld,
Lewis
Leavltt,
Justice—
Magalloway
IHMlruus
Being
were always for others.
M. Whitage. by Rev. A. W. Pottle, Mr. Claude
payed, and a birthday cake made bv Plantation.
changing from Paris Hill. We were athoughts
of
fund
a
man and Miss Nellie J. Turner, both of Buckgreat reader and having large
Justice of the Peace— H. L. Elliott, Bum ford. told by residents of South Paris that tbe
Mrs. Simpson was a feature of the affair.
information, her conversation was spark- field.
Needless to say, every one had a good
coat for a hall to bold town meetings
In Portland, Jan. 5, Mr. Robert L. Wormell of
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her
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be
of
to
and
Card
company Wood
and witty;
fords and Miss Maude A. Davis of Bethel.
tune.
would be only a trifle—not over live ling
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Green gray birch cord wood.
was
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In H.tle. Jan. 25, by Rev. Harold L. Hanson,
I wish to thank my neighbors and dollars a meeting, and only two or three was a great pleasure.
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Mr.
the
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Broadway
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year,
of Somerville, of the Somerville Histori- Robert
2'»d of the breathing spell afforded thoughtful during my recent illness, and
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2, South Paris, Me.
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both of Topsh
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of the American Revolution.
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Stephens,
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South Paris, Maine, Jan. IT, 1911.,
aged 82 years.
ment.
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load.
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In Norway, Jan. 27, George Merrill, aged 78 I
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"Neither my sister nor myself might years.
harmony with the other schemes, so
Mrs. Maria R Baker, who lived with
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ter to drink and wash in, and be wafted Dr. King's New Discovery," writes A.
In South Paris, Jan. 20, Mrs. Maria R. Baker,
Street, died very suddenly Thursday
away to the sea, and their health and D. McDonald of Fayetteville, N. C., R. F. aged 73 years.
®'<{ht. She was in lier room, and as she
in Lovell, Jan. 27, James W. Charles, aged
Abel D. Russell, for twenty-five years livee can be lengthened for the general D. No. 8, "for we both bad frightful
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79 years.
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no other remedy could help.
good.
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"I have had a severe case of rheuma
tisni for the past eight years and suffered

"I want to thank you from tin· bottom
Maine.
of my heart," wrote C. B. Kader, of I South
Lcwisburg, W. Va., "for the wonderful
Hitdouble benefit I got from Electric
ters, in curing me of both a Revere cane
of stomach trouble and of rheumatism,
Kid it of tias, Sourness and Fermenfrom which I had been an almost helptation in Five Minutes, with
Jess sufferer for ten years. It suited my
Mi-o-na Stomach Tablets.
case M though made just for me."
indigestion, jaundice and to

For Sale.

are

lie first removes the cause of the disyou
ease and then a permanent cure can be
established. He treats only chronic disami checks, very desirable for
eases and patients never tire of telling
FLAXON—the new bummer fabric in plain
how they went to him after other good
33c yard.
to
32 to 40 inches wide, 13c
doctors had treated them without bene dresses and underwear,
It has
and very even threads.
finish
to
hoalth
fit, and how they were restored
LINAIRE, is a cotton fabric of exquisite
inches
30
treatlavender
home
figures,
in a short time by pleasant
with ^reen, blue and
a white eround in plain and checks
The cure includes all kind·1
ment.
20c.
and
19c
wide,
as
nervous,
such
catarrh,
chronic troubles
and
and of beautiful texture, yet strong
Any
blood diseases and rheumatism.
WniTK LINEN VOILE, very sheer
one may call on him and have a consul27 inches wide, 00c yard.
If he believes you serviceable,
tation free of charge.
Comes in all
and wearable.
curable or can be benefited he will tell
SUESINE SILK, of standard reputation, silky
47 l-2c yard.
vou the cost of the 'treatment neceseary, the
leading shades, 27 inches wide,
serviceable, has a
but if he finds your case incurable he
the
beauty of Rajah. Very
all
has
SILK,
HANDLOOM
will tell you so.
inches wide, 39c yard.
27
aud
Tan,
I'ink
White,
Catarrh is the root and cause of many beautiful lustre. Comes in Gray,
lias a white ground
To cur*· them to stay cured it
diseases.
to «oiesette.
RUSSIAN CORDS, a silky weave similar
is necessary to remove the cause and so
He guaran- with coloved stripes, 32 inches wide, 39c yard.
make the cure permanent.
to Handthe season similar in weave
tees that if the trouble should come back
SHANTAMA SILK, the new fabric of
Rose,
Blue,
treatment
for
return
the patient may
in Gray, Ceil Blue, Tan, Light
loom, with Rajah etfect. Comes
without a penny for his services,
33c yard.
Sickness among women destroys hap- Lavender aud Black, 27 inches wide,
Comes in all the
of same color.
Many men
piness aud wrecks homes.
KOREA SILK, a sheer fabric with Heures
women.
are kept poor caring for sick
24c yard.
beautiful evening shades, 27 inches wide,
Many women drag through a miserable
material, white with colored stripes.
existence to a premature death suffering
HAMILTON POPLIN', a medium weight
launders beautifully, 27 iDcbes,
shirts,
men's
from some form of disease which a speand
waists
Excellent for dresses,
Female diseases are
cialist might cure.
29c yard.
:is easily cured as measles if one "knows
suitable for
fabric in the voile weave, a goods
how." It is the "know how" that i*
THE SLIP VOILE, a beautiful
now
25c
The
yard.
valuable.
inches wide,
expert specialists
•ill occasions. Comes in all colors, 27
it Beal'e Hotel have spent many years to
showing narrow invisible stripes
material,
sheer,
silky
of
a
SILK,
diseased
very
cure
to
SHADOW
organs
learn how
and Rose, 27 inches wide, 29c yard.
women. Please notice we said "cure the of same color.
Comes in White, Tan, Blue
Conies in Light and
•iiseased organs of women." We do not
finish.
SET WELL SILK, fine with permanent glossy
Any
mean tearing or cutting them out.
20c
yard.
inches
wide,
32
because it Alice Blue, Pink, Tan, Rose and Black,
"urgeon can cut out an organ
is inflamed, but no one can put back an
goods, having an almost invisible
SILK FINISH POPLIN, a medium weight
Comes in all shades, 27
organ that is cut out nur make a healthy
finished, launders perfectly.
woman by such brave destruction. He rib, soft and beautifully
the
takes
that
has perfected a treatment
inches wide, 25c.
finish
soft and silky with permanent
inflammation ont and heals up the damSOIESETTE, the universal favorite,
sick
allows
and
disease
2'»c
age done by
yard.
inches
wide,
In all colore, 32
women the precious life and organs that washes nicely.
line
white ground with black hair
God gave her.
PAWNEE MADRAS, about poplin weight,
beof
the
have
symptoms
If you
any
19c yard.
stripes and figures, 33 inches wide,
low you have female disease:
madras with hair lines in black, excellent
HAIR-LINE JACQUARD, a ligured
Do you bloat?
Have you Leucorrboea'.'
for shirts and shirtwaists.
White·
Is urination painful?
comes in Blue, Tan, and
I'ONGETTE, silky finish, medium weight,
Have you pain at *tool?
Is the abdomen enlarged?
27 inches wide, l"»c yard.
White
Are you weak anil tired?
muslin with wide dimity stripe in
DIMITY RAVISARTE, a sheer fine
Have you fainting spells?
2.7c yard.
inches
wide,
27
with Bines and (ireeus, polka dots,
Is there nausea or vomiting?
and
muslin with Blue, Pink, Lavender,
I)o you weep without cause?
HALCYON BATISTE, a dainty
Have you lost your ambition?
2c y.ird.
Yelllow figures, 30 inches wide, 12 1
Are your menses absent?
and
in it large assortment of figures
Are your periods irregular?
PRINCESS DIMITY, a tine sheer dimity
12 1 2c yard
Do you flow excessively?
dots in black and colors, 30 inches wide,
Have you cold hands and feet?
Does your heart palpitate?
Have you pain over bladder?
of the many
a
This is
Are you nervous and hysterical?
to
Is there numbness of the limbs?
we have
new
Have you pain about the groin?
in
Have you pain in lower part of back?
Have you dark circles under eyes?
of
Linen
ors,
Do you have hot and cold flashes?
Have you heat or swelling about the

Mrs. Davis, a well known

very
a trial.
« IV
enioving the respect of all. aini,e
tbo death of his second wife he has
Many kinds—Many
made his home with Mr. and Mrs. F. h
Come in and see for
caw
IJeCoster, and has been kindly
by them. He leaves one son, ( larenc
W. Merrill of Norway.

ι^r

beginning.

Paris, says:—

something

κώτ

quickest

nent cures are

Is there feeling of "goneness"' in pit
of s'omach?
Have you piles or fistula?
Have you pain, smarting, or itching?
Call or send for symptom blank and
This
learn if your case is curable, free
notice means much more to sick women
realize.
than the casual reader may

piup Krank I
M. Jackton.

;; U.Ï..OO.

and most permathose in which the benefit
is not apparent to the patient in the

Some of the

parts?

ρ

Mrs. Herhert Bradbury is with her
Centra
at the
mother. Mrs. Annls
Maine General Hospital.
n
Frank A Gammon and William Dyer
ue at the Central Maine General Hospital
The first tor bend. »nd

Convincing?

made.

The relief they afford is
to medicine.
Their use with peralmost immediate.
sistency and regularity for a short time
brings about a cessation of the pains
caused by etomach disorders.
Kexall Dyspepsia Tablets will insuri
healthy appetite, aid digestion and promote nutrition. As evidence of our sincere faith in Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets,
If
we ask you to try them at our. risk.
they do not give you entire satisfaction,
us
we will return you the money you paid
for them, without question or formality.
They come in three sizes, prices 25 cents,
50 cents and $1.00. Remember you can
obtain them only at our store,—Tin·
Rexall Store. Chae. H. Howard Cu.

Fred E. Drake and Mary

dinner, birthday cake and chickens,

What Proof Could Be More

prettiest

to

»nd

WASH GOODS !

Hopeless Cases Cured.

Consultation and Advice Free for the
of
Their
Our experience with Rexall Dyspepsia
Remainder of the Month.
be
to
them
Tablets leads us to believe
make them the
terns, and range of
the greatest remedy known for the relief of acute indigestion and chronic dyeHis treatment in directed not to makshowing we have ever had.
Their ingredients are soothing ing them feel better at first but to curing
iieps'a.
what you are looking
Indeed, in some of them will be
and healing to the inflamed membranes them entirely in the end.
of the stomach. They are rich in pepsin, certain diseases the patients may feel no
If
or house gown.
one of the greatest digestive aids known benefit whatever for two or three weeks. for as an evening, street
Tablets

mation
η

NEW

Good News
For the Sick.

Concerning Stomach Troublea
and How to Remedy Them.
Do not Deflect indigestion which lead·
to all sorte of ilia and complications. An
eminent doctor once said tbat ninety-five
So-Called
per cent of all the ilia of the human body
Advice

1,542

5,427

Kumford
Stoneham
Stow
Sumner
Sweden

Charles R Smith and wife of P"tland
were the gueet· of Georgia A. Walker
and Edith M. Smith dorlogthe week.
Mr
and Mrs. V. W. Hill· gave a
sociable and muelcal at tbelr
Cottage Street Wednesday evening The
musical program cuosisted of eleven
selections, vocal and Instramental muslc
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kimball, Mrs Jack
«on, Ml·" Noble, the Ml we·
Herns, Mr. and Mr·. Sohnuer, and m
orchestra of five piece.
lent music. After the programme was
carried out, the company of near y
seventy-five did ample justice to the light
refreshments of cake, punch "ndwiche·,
etc.
The gathering was In the Interest
,,f the Unlversalist church choir fund
and was a great success.
Autos were out in full fore
The roads were hud
pari of the week.
and it is reported that the machine*
operated as we'.l as in the ·««>««'·
Utile cold riding but very enjoyable
James Danforth has been confined to
his home for some weeks with a sever
attack of rheumatism.
Mrs. Clara Hayden celebrated her S.rt
birthday Wednesday. Mrs. Hayden s w
«mart as the ordinary woman ats.xtyOnce each year he
. wo years of age.
family assemble to give the mother
God's cheer and enjoy a family day
J.
This year all were present except
1$. Chaffin of Buckheld and John .r
were
Hayden of Lynn. Mass There
present in all seventeen· ^muelΗ.Η·Γ

262

3)

(tnep. 4, range 1)

Koxbury

540
14
233
M
fiW
196
5ft!
603
945
307
6B8
3
97
60
204
271

Milton Plantation

Newry
Norway

1900

410
757
21
49
1,930
KM
933

Albany

Causes 95 per cent of Diseases.

NORWAY.

Now It'· Our Tarn to Kick.

Norway.

J. F. PLUMMER,
CLOTHIER

31

FURNISHER,

AND

What's

PARIS. MAINE.

SOUTH

MARKET SQ..

Matter

the

with

the Standard Oil Co.?
We

Selling

are

Kerosene Oil for 9c. per gal.
5 gallons 40 cts.
The lowest price ,for 25 years.

N. Dayton Bolster Co.,
35 MARKET

South Paris,

=

CASTORIA Fer Infants and ChBdren.

! Tk· Klnë Ym Hut Alwajs toilet

SQUARE,
-

«Γ*

Maine.
"—

rtmmatu.

ifliftTHl

THE AMERICAN MYSTERY OF
THE LUND OF
«""iVr^TdSE!" $SS?8û5ïîS|?
BULL'S CAVE.
BOY SCOUTS.
PUZZLEDOM.
homemakees column.

WHY FARMERS
SHOULD KEEP

ι—

A BANK ACCOUNT

Advantage* of the Flrele*·.

Because the statement of their bank account

month, affords
complete record of their cash receipts

sent them at the close of each

them

a

k

Paying

laborer,

store account or any

a

bank check is much safer than
because the person receiving the

other bill with

a

with money,
check must endorse it and the check, being returned to the maker by the Bank, can be preserved

as a

year of keeping

a

Make the experiment for one
bank account and see if it does

Π.

no man
man

III.

My first a boy may be or make.
But wear It scarcely ever.
His sister It will gladly take.
Though when she's second, never.

STANDARD
SEWING

My whole for breakfast's very good
Fresh from the oven's baking.
And every little maiden should
Buch breads some day be making.
—Youth's Companion.

MACHINES.

No. 1214.—Aoroatic.
··· and children come to me
·····
to view the chlmpanree.
·····
tigers, lions wild.

there any that are inild?
aiul gray old pachyderms,
so largi· and trunk that squirms
···
and llama, orang-utan,
····«
of primeval man;

Send for Catalogue.

—·

·*·
—

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.

PIANOS

and second hand pianos of
which I shall sell from now until after Christmas

I have in stock

new

high grade

PRICES.

WHOLESALE

AT

a

always ready

W.

WH

CASTOR!A
Tli Kill ϊοιι Han AlwmBougkt
*»«««*»

L. S. BILLINGS

Ml

No. 1215.—Hidden Colora.
The top of the flower was light, the
centre dark.
The bulb Luella planted bloomed.
I liked tbe diamond pin Karl wore.
I covered the scar Letty had with
lint.
When I sounded the gong Ray cam·
down.

I have the Merrill, Poole, Pease, Norris & Hyde, Briggs and
other make. Also second hand organs from ten to thirty dollars.
I have some nice trades in pianos and organs which I offer to the
stock in
public. I have twelve pianos and playerpianos in and we my
are
ware-iooms in Billings Block, South Paris, Maine,
Send for catalogue.
to show them to the public.

J.

E25

1216.—Zigzag

α
Idle habits, ti. Things belonging to
7. A most vital part of our
horse.
to be
anatomy. 8. Something always
found after a flre. 9. Part of the hand.

No. 1217.—Pudding Puzzle.

Roofing, Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid
are other makes, but Paroid is the best.

Roofing.

I

Il/I

Afl AIT
y

working

a

If your
man's time.
4
money is in cash and idle in your
pocket it should be taken out and made to earn something.
Put it in the bank and set it to work, where it will be doing
same us a

you and the community some good.
It is a dangerous thing to carry money in this way, it is
liable to be lost, our houses may burn or we may be robbed.
This may not apply to many, but theie are some men in
our vicinity that carry about large sums of money.
Five dollars in money and a check book, with a bal-

at all times as the

due you in the bank, is as good
cash, and the time may come when it will be worth
ance

great deal
DO

YOU

a

more.

WANT

TO

YOU ANY MONEY TO INVEST.
DO YOU WANT TO OPEN A CHECK ACCOUNT.

SOUTH

OTHER

AND

KILL «ι COUCH

FLOWERS.

urn

ALSO

CURE

FOB CSiSi18

FASTER LILIES, TULIPS,
NARCISSI, HYACINTHS, CROCUS,
JONQUILS, Etc.,

AMD ALL THROAT AND tUMS THOU BLES.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

ft. GREENHOUSE.
PORTER ST.. SOUTH PARIS.

%

Sheathing.

Picture Frames

Mats, Mirrors
&

Spruce

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satiafaction Guaranteed.

t M. TUFTS,
Nichols St..

SOUTH PARIS.

W· Do all Kindt of....

JOB PRINTING.
Atwaod & Forbn South Pari·

and Hr.

»5tf

J.

For sale

by

A. KENNEY,
South Paris.

I

A LOW PRICE

Mouldings VJL

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

LUNGS

wi™

Planting and Winter Forcing.

and Pictures,

THi

Dr. King's
New Discovery

BULBS
for Fall

MAINE.

PARIS.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
CUT

COMPANY.

TRUST

Carpets

Wool
ο

close

out odd

patterns and clean

tp stock.

| Dhas.

F. Ridlon,

Corner Main and Danforth StsM

f I0RWAY.

MAINE. (I

flt»The

pretended

only advantage

of

on

kinds of

pudding

are

tlouary.

U. Taseootnlllue.

A group of atars.

No. 1219.—Mystic Ants.
This labors for you day or night;
This spoils your slumbers sweet;
This one's oblique, while this one show»
The beggar of the street.

This

last,

a

deputy.

Puzzladom.
No. 1204.—Charade: Organ, dies, or-

Kay

to

procese of

tb®. c°°o "

them'etoy in

co°*'nK·

«ο,

utoij.g- rr:;

"".UVrt.ï.te,»..«ry
"One ol the «reatertoomplalot. agalMt
the tireleee is that It cannot be usedfor

·-"

stJtS
ss:"i!:«..%h
inside
.m.H

IZ' pnt

Yo«.can
it
can..
cook half a dozen things in this way ai

,biS«Si'thl. device M,.. Bern.-.

r&£&£&&
S-'rd°nrrrd:o^T-in-

^J^oC^ho»^;
Ïfttr hi»»»
iMTO

h

IZi'l * e^b'··'»V.n.V«»

ITpe"?thereRrb°eaing

no

like that at the

clS^MÎis «Λ ^

S,«£"'i:?'« °ipi.', ώ ·'' h;b;

Photo by American Prene Association.
8CUUT8 XV MIMIC HATTLE.
work is made attractive to the boys
,'irst by giving them β military trainof
ing and teaching them the necessity
orders. It takes them into th«

obeying

nature as it
open air, where they learn
exists In the fields and woodR.

Boy Scouts In Paper Chasç,
It was α go·.al old fi)s||U).|c(l |u»r» and
hounds chase for Uie boy scouts of
the Fourth J'ennsylvuula troop that
took place a few days ago. lJwoller*
iii the outskirts of the city saw the
sprinting youngsters searching for Hit
chalk murks on the sidemysterious

walks; the dwellers lu the open country watched the ruddy faced lade
<cr:imbliug over tin ir hedges and stone
walls, down their embankments and
Urougli their corulieids, hot on tin
cent of the paper scrap trail.
Fifty neat little haps in heavy shoe·
faced their starter
ind sweuiers

jther day." The boy alluded to a pel)·
jle of moss agate which my uncle had
picked up.
"You seem to know all the details
r>f this wonderful bull." said uncle.
"Have you ever seen It?"
"No. Indeed." replied Pete, with a
shudder. "Our hired man knew a couple of men who once went in, and they

had an awful time."
"Tell me about it."
"These two fellows had heard about
the Jewels, and they thought they'd tr··
in and get a lot. They had a ball of
string with them, so as to tind the way
out, and they tied one end of it to that
sassafras tree. They carried lanterns
find walked and walked through lot-

of passages, the noise getting louder
nil the time. At last they came to a
place where a light eame in through
the roof, and they sny that tin· ground
In front of them took a sudden drop.
The cave had widened out in a a place
as big as a circus tent, and way down

"P°A

vouJood
fn
Mother

h^

three miles, and the
The distance
hures finished two minutes ahcud of
the fleetest hounds.
Every boy was
in at the finish.
was

An

UKAI'K

Day.
public
Savernuke forest, England,

English Boy

recent field

toout Field
day of the

a

and one cup of bread crumbs (center of
loaf) and let simmer until the carrot·
are

tender; press through

a

One sieve;

needed to make the soup of
a proper consistency, also salt and pepper. Serve with «mall bread croutons
(cubes of bread browned in butter).
add broth

as

PUMPKIN

SOUP.

quart of milk, one cup of cooked
pumpkin, une stalk of celery aud two
alicea of onion cook fifteen minute* in a
double boiler. Beat three level tabl^spoonfuls of butter to a cream; gradually beat in three level tablespoonfuls of
fiour, a teaapoonful of aalt and onefonrth a teaapoonful of paprika; dilate
with λ little of the hot eoup, etir until
emootb, then atir into the reet of the
aoup
eoup; stir constantly until the
thickens a little, then,
occasionally,
while cooking ten minutes. Strain into
four plates. Finish with a tableapoonful
of whipped cream on each plate.
Let

»

8WIBS

«TEAK.

—

—

or

dinner

as a

deaaert dish.

Striped fabric· will be worn · great
deal tbla spring. Black and white striped alike, chiffons, silk and woolens Are
many, and aome admirable modela Ιο
these materials are among the Importations.

:.HSo:Iutions, club» ami churches,

Ih

now to extern! Into at leust one Newark factory, tho plant of the Whitehead & I long company.
The directors of this concern are bo
impressed with the boy scout movement that they have taken steps toward forming patrols among ull boy·

■between fourteen and eighteen yours
of ago In their employ. It is believed
this is the first time thut the movement lias boon taken up by any manufacturing concern in this country.

Boy Scouts Celobpdt·.
Philadelphia boy scouts under the
leadership of Goorge P. Potter, scout

commissioner of Philadelphia, célébrâttd the anniversary of Daniel Boone's
Mrth by η Held day.
Troop So. 7 of the organization
went Into scout camp at a spot lo
the woods four ndles below Marl ton.
X. J. This troop Is u recent accession
to the ranks of the scouts and Is
composed of three patrols. Scout Commissioner Potter's own troop, No. 4,
engaged In the regular scout games
:'fter a hike through the wood·.

Night Thoughts.

Why does the wind lie down at night
When all the sky Is red?
Why does the moon begin to shine
When I am put to bed,
And all the little stars come out
And twinkle overhead?
I see the sun shine all the day,
J gather daisies In my play,
But, oh, I truly wish that 1
Could see the stars bloom In the sky!
I'd love to see the moon shine down
And sliver all the roofs In town.
But always off to sleep I go
Just as the nun Is getting low.
I wish the moon would come and shin·
Before I go to bed.
I want to feel the wind awake
When all the sky Is red,
And, oh, 1 want to see the stare

Just blossom overhead!
—

Youth's

Companion.

Judge and Jury.
The company should bo seated in two
linos facing each other, uud ouo of the
party should be elected to act as judge
Kucb person bus to remember who Is
sitting exactly opposite, because when
the Judge asks u question of uuy one
It Is not the |>erson directly asked who
has to reply, but the persou oppoeite
For Instance, If the judge,
to him.

to oue of the compuuy, usks,
you like apples?" the person
spoken to must remain silent, while
the person who Is opposite to him must
reply before the Judge can count teu
A
or must. If be falls, pay α forfeit.
rule with regard to the answers is that
the reply must not contuln the words
"yes." "no," "bluck." "white" or "gruy."
For the breaking of thin rule α forfeit

speaking
"Do

may also be claimed.

Tolstoy's Intensity.
In Tolstoy's character,

Everything

Russian writer, attains titanic
pro|H>rtlona. "As η drinker he absorbed
As a
fantastic quantities of liquor.
gambler ho terrified his purtners by
the boldness of Ids play. As a soldier
ho advanced ga.vly to bostiou four, the
bastion of death at Sevusto|tol. and

says u

...

1

a

chryselephantine

was
on, till the list of commissions
to fill
appalling. Lie ugreed. however,
them so far as possible.
exeBut when he returned he bad
cuted but one of the nineteen commislie
sions that bad been given him.
had brought back only tbe chryselecarving. This he gave to one

phantine

smiling cousin amid tbe disappointed
tbe
looks of the other relatives. Why.
had he exeasked,
ones
disappointed
cuted that one particular commission

and disregarded the rest?
Tbe traveler smiled. "It happened."
he began quietly, "that each of you
a
had written your commission on
of
sheet of paper. Ou tbe second day
sheets
the voyage out I took all these
of paper from my notebook. 0|>ened
as
them and spread them on my lap
I reclined In my steamer chair.
"The air was very still at the time,

but suddenly a brisk wlud spraug up.
exand every sheet was blown away
Max's sheet
cept that of Cousin Max.
coin
was weighted down with the gold
his carvhe had given me to pay for
ing."—St. James' Gazette.

Tree· and Wind.
rreea lThe effect of wind upon
-<r abpowerful. Even the presence
sence of forests may be determined
the prevulilug
by the character of
it.
wind or the conditions that mo.lify
The wind ucts as a drying a^eiit. giving a special aspect to many plant*.
the
When It is almost always from
same quarter the plants show greater
are
development upon one side Trees
of forsmaller on tbe windward edges
are
ests, and trunks and branches

regions.

flat
nut,

The déformations
the sea or in
The cherry, plum, walash and certain

leeward.
marked

to

bent

are most

black

f

47tf

"I know bim."
"I'll bet he's smashed twinty cigars
for mo—some ο t hi m clear llavanny*—
but I'll get even with him now."
"How will ye do it?"
Jim always hits me
"I'll tell ye.
tin»
over the vest pocket where ! carry
He'll hit me there Just oimv
cigars.
There's 110 cigar In me vest
more.
Instead of ir
this mornin"

pocket

of dynamite,
mind!"—Cleveland l'ialn Dealer.
there's

a

stick

d'ye

A i/attcr of Business.
"I cannot understand, sir. why yon
'· r
peruitl your ilac.^lr.c: '< -me me
Von remember
breach <»f promise.

FAVORITE
■

For KIDNEYS, BLOOD and

Park»·*! br over31 years of remark#·!>·«* eu< <·«·* in tin· euroof Kidney,
Liver and tiiijod trouble*; Con.«tito
!>-'·(ion and thodls** ·-··* peculiar
N it a iiUcnt in- (Ιιγιγιλ
'omen.
lue formula Im fit k^pintf with
iiiitifli· principle* Many
;v * strict
tFtr.miintc
physicians t>( tho h»u·
V have ι»γ·"«τΙΜ !*r. ImvH Kt'iuw>
κ ta to*
«ly's ravoriU? K»*mcily. Τ hi*
ment can be proved absolutely. It
k

ban our···! man ν

that

man.

ch.-. *

practically

al>and<n*«J. JIave you dartt.'vroua
symptom* of Kidney. Liver and
Blood troubles, pain in baek. cloudy*
urine with *«*d!merit, pain In
Inir water, constipation, rkln crui*
j» wt
λ- λ
T>,'lt
Dr. Dactd Kennedy t(unfc etc., j, „,t ,,„n.t „,.|av
umi Ur. I>nvld K.-nm -dy·» f'uvi.rlte
ali druirv1»t·.
K^rnedy at once. Iîuu··· bottlin. Il.uo. N.
lu
in»
ï., r
Write Or. Da νια Kumnly Co., WuoUuut.

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

was

of t Lie poorest
kind. Out* uf the inou— he was a colored man named Jake Jenkins— was
frightened and wanted to go back, but
the other man suld they must uo down
Juke couldn't
and till their pockets.
get up the nerve, but the other fellow went, while Jake watched. And
I guess be was glad he didn't go."
"What happened?" asked Uncle Jo
was

Stove Wood and

Coal.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
South Paris, Maine.

tliiug was hap|>enlug to him. He was
lurnlug into u bull. The other man
paid something that must have been

don't need that coat.' for he
stripped him of his cloNies and put
them ou. lu a few moments Jake's
friend was altogether a bull and roaring horribly. The new man spoke to
Yon

him in a strange language, which yet
bounded something like English."
"It must have been English as it used
to be pronounced." said uncle.
"I don't know about that," went on
Pete, "but It seemed to be a warning
he ended
Ignlnst covetousness.
he took the stones tmit had been removed from the mill and made them
Into a chain and placed It around the
new bull's neck. Theu he fastened him

gWhcn

ant Γ
"Tea, once—when he married you."
the young man gracefully replied.—
Washington Poet.
The Tiny $ho·· 8h· Wanted.
"Now, madam, what size shoe will

■Electric
Bitters

HEWEV,^^

Bankrupt's

In the matter of
WII.KuUD J,

and opter

Petition tor D
)

SMITH,

thertut:

scharge.

In

Bankrupt.)

lUnlruu.
**'·

I lire of the
To the lloS.CI.AKkMK II vi
lit,
trlct Court of the t "nit· I -tat··- ti,r th·· It'.,ale
of Maine
TT7IDKORD .1. SMITH of W.xsUtock. li u·
>> County of Oxford, an! »Lite ij:
•η said District, reepcctfully np-esenu, tUt 4t
the l'.Hh day of Sovemlier, l.i-t \ i-t, a- Wt,
adjudged oankrupt, under the .Vtsuf Coem*
relating to Bankrupt.:)· ; that lu· ha· .luirendered alibis proisrty and riithtsof priven»
and ha* fully compiled with all th·:
of said Acts and of the orders of <.··,η touctlti
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore In prays, that I.·· may 1* ....r^;
Γ- ir*e frjrs
bv the Court to have a lu
debts provable airaln-t t.l- -tate >j· >r .»].
bankruptcy Acts, except -.ι debt· buta'
cepted by iaw from such <11-· i.ar^.
Λ. I». b;'„
Dale·) this 14th day of .Jar,u ·:
hi*
WILEORD! \ -MITII,

M,''w

requin-:,e£^

B»ikr;;t.

mark

KimuaLL

Dihtkict of Maini:, ss.
c»n this 21-t day of Januarv. \ It. l'ill,ot
reading the foregoing petition. It I—
ordered bv the Court, that ii.arli..· I*
\ u
upon the Mine on the trd da;. of Mir.
lull, liefore said Court at I'ortian-i,In -a'., tr.
trlct, at lu o'clock in tin· t..ren ·ιη; »<11::
notice thereof lie publlslnd In Τι
m·
Democrat, a newspa|»er prinu· ! In -all UStrtct,
and that all known creditor·, :n> i tk-r jh'- l»
lu Interest, may appear at tlx
place, ar.d show cause. If any tin y tiivt, *
the prayer of said petitioner Ί.· u. l dx
·-

granted.
And It Is further ordere I
«..art t.«:
kl wr :·
the CMC "hall send by mall t··
Hors copies of said iietltlon and th:- .pier, ».
of ri··'. let e «
dressed to them at their plan
··

County

Succeed when everything else fails.
In nervous prostration and female
weaknesses they are the supreme
remedy, as thousands have testified.

FOR KIDNEY, LIVER AND
STOMACH TROUBLE
medicine

best

the

it is

over

a

druggist's

sold

ever

counter.

··

Lewis >1. i.rowii lit·
Will, cihIIcII uii'i petition tot |■ ι·<'·.·:«· thrtwf
;·ι
ν
pre-entcd bjf Mellle S. BrOWl, I
therein named.
-to
ViitliHiiIrl i- il il il in I itc nf W,
ceased; will and petition fer prrtntt lit
V ntibw
of and the appolntiii· nt of \
•tit.:
some other sulta'·!·· pe!->.n ·.
wltii the wl 1 aim. \· I of ti..·· -·.,(·■ '-r
ceased presented by De I hi rah Λ F».··..
widow.

Visitor—We're getting up a ratlle for
poor old man. Won't you buy a ticket, my dear?
Sweet Thing—Mercy, no! What would
I do with him if I won him?

.Hsri'dliK ·'. Tinkrr late Ί Met:
ceased ; petition that .lotui Ν Thiimpw
some other suitable per-on be ipixilnh: u
admlnbt'atorof the e«iat· of -.ill 'et*'·
prei-ente by Kre l A Taekl i. · MM

Mrs. Handout—My rugs need beating.
Are you willing to help?
Hike—Sure, lady. Where is

Happy

yer vacuum cleaner?

When buying a cough medicine for
children bear in mind that Chamberlain's
Congh Remedy is most effectuai for
colds, croup and whooping cough and
that it contains no harmful drug. For
sale by ali dealers.

All-Around Flour
Light, wholesome bread—fluky
that melts in your
mouth—£.1! out of ore sack I
That':; Vvii.'iam Tel! F.'orr—equally

pastry—cake
good : r
flour,

:oo-

i

balling

malnlng In h -· hand» pr.
Klauders, executor.

>.1.
economicr.I
makes more loaves to the

very

Wi.liîuu Te!l

the

11

making çunÎitie·;.
O; Jt.·

sacli f-om your grocer

a

Farrla In.

today.

'William

MiilaaS.
count presented foi al entre by
Karris, administratrix.
(·« ::■·«·<
Henry K. Toell of Pari·; petition
to sell and convev real
A.lney It. Tuel', guardiaii

arrni lat· .'
t··
xei i.t-«r

Thadileu* K. Sessions

tlon, deceased, petition
real e»tate

convey

it

<1

tor

pHWltd bjT

t your dealer'·—36 et·.
Write fur llbrral luiplc

·«

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Portland.

Also White Ash t'olts.
J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond, Me.

43tf

60

HORSES

YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Patents

From tbe cold, stormy
days. Qood values in
BLANKETS at

I

of

Trimmings

in town.
Towel Bare, Soap
Bath Seats, etc.
Special low
Glass Shelve· for Christmas.

L. M. LONGLEY,

Holder*,
price on

Norway

HADE MARKS

Designs
Copyrights Ac.

«ending α «ketch and deacrtptton mar
(iilcklr ascertain <mr opinion free whether an
invention la probably patentable. Communion·
Ion» «trie tlr confidential. HANDBOOK on Patenta
•«'lit free. Oldest au'cncy for pccunnir patenta.
I'ntems taken through Munn A. Co. receive
si rri.it notice, wit limit chiirgo, In the
Anrone

South Paris, Maine.
Stock

Scientific American.

Λ handsomoljr llluntrnied weekly, largest clr
I'ulatlon of nny sclentiec journal. Terms, 13 α
Sol J by all newsdealer*.
<
rear; four iiionlli

■uBik-'w:..."
Washington.
Branch Office. CÎ6 Κ Bt„

D.

(

copy—Attest
ALBERT !> l'A UK.

Pythian Block,
me

New Baxter

INSURANCE,

subscriber lien

has l»een

duly

the estate of

!>v

/U.s

>■
SAICAir .1 DAI.K, late of Pari »>3
λι;
In the County of Oxford, .!«·■
All i« rbond* as the Uw -Itr··· ti-a-»
demands against the estate of salt ·!·
desired to present the mo β foi
to ζΛΐ
all indebted thereto are requested

payment Immediately.
\ l{( llh LAI'S PALI.
.lau. l'tli, 1311.
.lAMK* S. WKI'.HI, AifBt
1ÏOTUK.

that >'t
The subscr1l>er hereby irtves notl.e of *
bu »MH;n duly appointed exc-utrii
last wM n i tc-tuiient of
MAK8HAI.L ti 8Γβ<ΙΓΤ,
in the County of oxford, decca.»"! All prf»0·
*
»t
having demand* apilnst t!» r-talc;·« ·· '■'· "K<
cease I are desire ! to present the
"
sr.
reqssMN
ment, an·I all Indcbte! thereto
make payment immédiat* :
>
»TK"I
1ΊΙΙΙ.ΓΚΛ
•'an 17th, 1911.

notick.

The kubacrli>er hereby (five* J10, ,' lr,.'f et
has been
appointed aJ«lB""
the estate of
VIOLA I». HOLT, late of I'lxl
K(
-lr 1
In the County of Oxford, deceas.
lu
Alli*er*>i. .«j
bonds a- the law directs
>■
of
demand* against the estate
fur «
arc desired to present the *anie
v
and nil Indebted thereto are requeste·.
.niow
payment Immediately.
v HAM»
JOHN
,ian. 17th, lull.

duly

..

XOTICK.

In the District Court of the I Mitel
District of Maine. In Bankrupt»:/·

In the matter of
J,ι»1$iBkru, )
!
ritEu c. wish,
ot Sumner, Bankrupt, I
lc .j,
To the creditors of Kred C
*'*>ri-·»·
0f
County of Oxford ael district
Notice Is herebv given that on t'
,çjt|(
.Inn., Α. I» 1011, the said Ι "-"'Λ ^ jr*
was duly adjudicated bankrupt,aU'ltn,
^
»
meeting of his creditors will j* lieM
p|fK
of the Itefcrec, Xo. !· Market Siji.aie.·
·*■
on the «h day of I'd»., Α. I» 1-dl.
Ul,r»
-»1'
In the forenoon, at which time the
tt( >
claim*,
their
may attend, prove
an·
y.
trustee, examine the bankrupt,
■iuc.li other business ae may proper·.
fore -aid meeting
South 1'arls. .Ian It!, 1911.
λ.
WALTER L.
Referee In HlI1*r

»"'f·
Ç

11„raft

Building,

PORTLAND,

me.

National Firs lnsmi %
Of Hartiord.

ASSETS DEC. », UiM·
Real Estate.

Mortgage

^1?

By using a United States Separator.
being

cream

Grand Prize

The 1910

assures

it.

•et

Interlocking Style

M.

they

making trouble.

"*■

I '1°
LIABILITIES DEC. SI,
· '**

Unpaid

•ash

Losses

hitch,

Caplt .l

urplus

υ

over

^ f.

,-μλιιΛ1

«···-

-MJ,_

all Liabilities,

#10.7Λ-'βM
Total Liabilities and 'urplm,
W. J. WHEELEK Λ C<). A<2»"·
Msl*
Pari*.
South
■β

the cleanest

skimmer·, easiest running, most
washed and durable separator ever made.
Year in and year out
run without a

λ

-„ι·>!

'·■

Jnearned Premiums
III other Liabilities, speelsl résine,

«en wanted.

easily

money, never

J*·*! %

Admitted Assets

U. S. SEPARATORS
are

u

^

Gro"s Assets,
>educt Items not admitted

savers.

Pan-American World's Record proves it, Seattle

T.

ti
"

itoeks snd Bon s
Ja-li In (liliee and Hank
\gents' Italaoees
WIN It celvable,
merest and Kents,
VII other Assets

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM

An Exolusiv· Lassie.

f

l oan»,

Jollateral Loans,

money earner»,

■

■

PIANOS & ORGANS.

They are

'·'»! "

:,·.«!.·«

appointed flntoMtiur

ΟΒΑ^;

C. Ε. TOLMAN & CO.,
SOUTH PARIS,

I

Delivered at any station on the
Grand Trunk between Berlin ami

YOUR

Bath Room

'M

Πμιιιμ ti.tl bott ine» t..·? htlr. |
I'ri'f. :tf a luxuriant ^τ· »!h.
to Itrutero Οr;»y 1
]«* vc·.· Ι·".ι* 1
H.iir to its youthful O.o;. |
»· 4 Λ hmr f.~
Cure* «(Οβ'ρ
J
y s Willi .% Λ> η! Ι)γ^Γ7Ίι

PROTECT

Largest

The

1

Dayton Bolster Co,

·.

·"

▲DDI80SK.HERRlCK.Jndp

A true

PARKER'S
HA!R BALSAM

lo

«■·5

t ·r. I' ·-'1
Tlaadileua K. Session* it.
m*ii
tlon. deceaaed; iir-t account preset»
a lmloUtritur
».
JameWright.
lowance by

'*·. ff>

.J+-'■'% &

V

bon'

t

Wright, administrator.

.\OTICK.

I.u-t «. Γ η
«·.
mà*i 'L. f
«Il *—é
Minime
"î &hk tê kête f»m
» «###·
ill J«i /■ ιm*. I ksre Mil· il fer fieri.
/ ikémè it it 0
ni# it fit H min m* (tel hkt « ιια> !««/.
•nui ktlp /ι. mfenri."
MUS. K. C. l.r.'VINS.\I.OK.
!. "4c red letter·-"!.. K." are «>·· tbo
Tl·

c

a.

third account pre■>■
•James A. Planders,

-....

For Sale by N.

N'1-

n····

ai

Wsry Ann U

«U

The rlmht remedy at the critical moment
oftentimes means lift· Itself in the balane.
The old relialdo faintly nedli im "L. F."
.Vtwood's .Medicine i« unsurpassed usa re^tilator and corrector <»f the stoma· li, liver :.ml
bowel·. It i· an unfailing cure f« r < <>nsti|ulion, Indigestion, dyspepsia ..u t I..I.<·u-hih·» «.

>

'·»'·' ft

I'.ir

>

sac!·: Uteri ci'ilu:.· :y nour.
Thrt : 'j :cre-c it ij made iro:'i Ohio
Red Wir'.cr Wheat—richtôt iu bread

I

l.y Jj-c *

-'iit

Joliu and Kills McKrrii
llr-t iccount re-ci η
Mi Keen, guardian

mo-1

I

Josrpli It. Itrilsoli at.·
«kc
peiuton that .lame» s U'rlcht ">r *
lol-tral
sult ibl·· pe'ison Ije appointe·' aof the estate of siild deceasc!. prwentei l'f
Sarah A. Benaou, widow.
If. r·
Wary Ann Wnrreiitolat··dlMrt'.ui··
petl'lon for order

Ft

Grandma—Why don't

ι

REWEY,<

JA)1L> Κ

PltOBATK .\OTD I*.

is tbe cause of many ailand disorders that make life misTake Chamberlain'^ Stomach
erable.
and Liver Tablet*, keep your bowels
regular and you will avoid these disFor sale by all dealers.
eases,

have?" asked the salesman us
he was at liberty.
"The smallest aid shiniest yon
tiare." she aald.
The other womon buying shoes sniffkl
And when the clerk returned with
ι pair of the tiniest Imaginable the
K-oman accepted them with the renark, "I guess baby's eye· will open
tvhen she sees these on her feet"—
Buffalo Express.

«ι,.-

JAMK8 E.

{«otltloTi

l'.her ·.( ti s,uw
Γο all |s'i ons intercsicd I
lierelnatter nun d
At a Croliate Court, held at Pad*. In ia<! to
ι
<.
of Oxfonl. on the th
the
.lanuary.ln the j'-arof our Lull "tie thu.»;:
nine hundred and eleven tl·· (■ >»Ίε| tctotr
t: τ
having liecn presented for t:.·· t:
iki>kuk
hereinafter Indicated, It Is Ικ η
That notice thereof be kdven t.i i.l p«r>uL·
:.·:
ti lterested, by causing a < i>;>.
published three wceka luccestln la I
ford Democrat, a newspaper ρι.·ι !-i.· : it^v.·.
·»: ·.:
I'arie, in said County, that ιι···>
γ··γ
Court to Ιλ· held' a I:
a Probate
the second Tue.-lay of Kei. \. I». l: ||, »; ai*
of the dock In the : .·:i
on If they see cause

Constipation

ιοοη aa

._,ι.

A true ropy of
Attest:

ments

jou

-<~r·

f L. m.J

stated.
Witness the llo*. < ι.λκκ.μ κ Mai.» I.:.·»
il u
of the said «Jourt, and the
t. 4t Ρ
land, In said District, on tin· Jl-l :ay if lu
A. l>. IUI1.
JAMES Κ IIKH'KY,Clerk
[L. β.)
A true ctpy of petition an ! opler tia-rc-jr.
Attest .1Α Μ Kv Κ. II KV\ KV. C.· :i

this Is business

to the mill pole and beat him until be
started to push. Then he turned η way.
Jake didn't dare stay any longer. Πο
was afraid his turn might be uext. so
he beat It."

A Pretty Compliment.
Hie Incessant work, his avoidance
of all rest and recreation and Ιιι»
rigorous self denial made Joseph l'iiîlt
cer in his days in harness the dcspaii
of hie family.
In this connection η pretty story I*
told about the famous Journalist's son
Ralph. Mr. Pulitzer had refused to
take a holiday, and Mrs Pulitzer ex
claimed:
"Did you ever know your fatliet
to do anything because It was pleas

rtii.leaeru

-·

seph, much interested.

"He climbed down the rocks and
went to the mill aud looked lute it.
searching for the place where the best
Jewels lay. Then he leaned over aud
grubbed a lot. No sooner did he do it
The
than an odd thing happened.
bull stopped aud began to chauge. He
began tu gut smaller, and his horns
seemed tu shrink. He stood up on bis
hind legs, and lu a few moments he
was a iuuu. lie, walked up to Jake's
frleud, and Juke saw tbat an awful

hotildnotbe m··!'

OltllF.lt OF NOTICE TIIEItEo*.

seutimciit;

given as soon «s the croupy
Cough
appears Chamberlain's
Remedy will ward off an attack of croup
of
cau*e
and
all
and prevent
danger
anxiety. Thousands of mothers use it
successfully. Sold by all dealers.
tll'OKK TO HIM.

<
υι

Λ ml It Is further oplereii by trie
Court Tlu
the Clerk shall send bv mall to* .ill knuwo"
Iters copies of said |>elltlon and this .>rV J
dre··»ed to them at their places of
stated.
Witness the Ho*. Ci.akkm :k Hale Jc -,
of the said Court, and tne -eal thereot.M wT
land, In said District, on the 14th 'lav>
l.r
""·»«,
A. D. lull.

Witness: Mkktos

Edgings,

»

"Young

■■

Remedy
LIVER

that you were bitterly oppo^-.-d tu « r
engagement becnitso I wasn't good
enough for her and would dlsirra.-e

;ho family

,n
j..

v

"β»·» /înw
Mo i..«i

prayer

DR. KENNEDY'S

poplar,

ve?'

aer

Clakkni.k Haï

ih

wind swept lands.

'How

To the Ho».

>

are

His Way of Getting Even.
"You know that fellow. Jim McGrocouiin' up
arty. the lad that's always
an' thuuipin' ye on tlf chest and yellin'

KINUMAN, j
Bankrupt, l

CHARLES W.

«

wind,
very sensitive to tbe
tirs
but mountain pines and certain
ofTer great powers of resistance, and
these are recommended for reforesting

pines

Bankrupt's Petition for Diid^

In the matter of

Located one and one-half miles from C'SSSvrf
&·«· » >,
I In Mlil District.
Buckfield village, known as the on
riMK^ru'lv J* °f otl
the in I day of
iw
about
^«iiUriil^r
contains
130
Drake farm,
■luly *'ljuili(ei| bankropt undJr
acres suitably divided into tillage, Congres reîatlug U, Bankruptcy L'ï* «
surrendered ,m hU pnwm'v
Small .luly
^^
woodland.
of property, an.l hn»
fully rompi#
pasturage and
'V1'··
of said Art» an·!
requirement»
Utt*
trees
an-1 of th!
V:
;
fifty
,Τ
orchard, 25 good apple
i'nnrt
h!r..r hit»
Ofi«r> r,f
Court fmii
touching
l»anknjptry
Wherefore he praye, 1 nat he'mav
to seventy-five thousand pine ready
ι* u
m
'>>· the Court to have a full .llecl rl
to cut and lots growing pine left; debtt provable agaln-t hi»
estate
stone
Bankruptcy
Act*,
with
,uch
barn
except
split
iletÏÏT. ^
40x60
good
*"■
by law from -uch .ll^barJe
House needs excepted
Dated this Tth day of ·ί*η a l>
cellar under whole.
lin
CHARWw:
made comKÎXGMa'Î, Βμι,
some repairs, but can be
High I' ORDER OK NOTICE TBEREO*
fortable with small outlay.
whole vil- DlSTKICT (»1 Mai.sk, ss.
ground, excellent view of
On this 14th day of -Ian., Α. 1). ιωι
and telephone. Ing the foregoing
D.
F.
R.
petition, it Islage.
Ordered by the Court, That a hearlnr w h
Lowest price for all $i,oco, or will upon the same on the J4thday
of Keti Yl,
for 1911, before said Court at
Portland,In ui.it".,
sell buildings and 14 acre field
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the
an·! tκ'.
the pine on the tlcc thereof be publishedforenoon;
sell
will
I
In the Oxfonl
$500.
|wT
a newspaper printed In sal !
crat,
ousand.
tl
hUtrirt
stump for $7.00 per
that all known creditors, and other
wrvïc.·.
owner,
Interest, may appear at the -aid time »ηΊ bIu.
GEORGE H. HERSEY.
and show cause, tf any th··;,· have,
wht ui
Buckfield, Me
of aald petitioner

near

When

you play with
tbat little girl across the street. Nettle?
I'm sure she's a nice girl
Netle (aged six)—Bat grandma, yon
there he made dying men laugh at his ι lurely don't want me to play with a
He surpassed even | rirl who lives in a frame bouse! I only
witty sayings.
oue by his prodigious activity In «port I day with brownstone front girls.-Ohiι mgo News.
as well us in literature."

it

third

so

cough

attackiug the Wlntelaud troop iu thick
undergrowth iu the forest. American
Iwy scouts will note that the young
English scouts wear caps Instead of
ΤΗ® NBW MAN
the cowboy hats that are worn by tho
boy scouts of this country,
tbat one you huve

Boy Scouts In Factory.
teaspoonfui of salt and two tableof patrols «if the
or>rajiIr.atlou
The
stir
and
of
or
butter
dripping;
spoonful·
cook until the butter in absorbed; add Boy Hrt'Uts of America, which heretotwo cups of white broth (chicken or veal)
has been practically con 11 nod to
half

Com*
It Told Why On# of the Nineteen
mission· Was Executed.
set out
Before a certain gentleman
for Japan and India his relatives gave
Indian
him errands. Oue wanted an
a
ebawl, another a silver Buddha,
carving, and

a

At
schools at
the Wiuteland army (Winchester and
Wellington cadets) met the Khaklland
(Brad Held and Marlborough
army
cadets) in mimic battle. The picture
herewith shows the Khaklland army
u

of round steak, cut
Select a slice
about two inches ihick. A steak from
the top of the round is preferable. For
a small family half of the slice will suffice
for two meals. A full slice from heavy
beef will weigh four or five pounds.
Pound into the steak, on both sides, as
much flour as it will take up (nearly one
cup). The pounding is to break the
fibers of the moat, the flour will take
up the loosened juices which would
tea.
otherwise be lost. Brown the meat on
No. 1208.—Concealed Word Square:
both sides in baoon or salt pork fat,
Estate, stamen, talent, amende, tencover witb boiling water and let simmer
der. enters.
about two hours. Peel an onion for
Pictured Word: Main- each
No. 120Θ.
person to be served; let cook five
minutes in boiling water, drain, rinse in
spring.
Riddle: Letters of the cold water and set to oook around the
No. 1210.
meat. If preferred the onions may be
alphabet.
the diah before the steak is
No. 1211.—Hidden Stones: 1. Pearl. sliced into
put into it. If the meat is browned in
2. Opal.
an iron frying pan, flniah the cooking in
The sauce around the
an earthen dish.
Dt you use an atomizer In treating meat ia thick aod brown. Mushrooms
Naaal Catarrh? If no ynu will appreciate
to
it. This steak may be
may be added
Ely'· Liquid Cream Balm, the quickest served on a plank.
and aureet remedy for this disease. In
CBANBKKBY MUFFINS.
all curative properties it is identical with
the solid Cream Balm, which is to
Beat one-third a (ftp of butter to «
in
overcoming cream; gradually beat in one-fourth a
famous and ao auccessful
Catarrh. Hay Fever and Cold in the
cup of sugar, theu one egg, beaten light,
the
flrat dash of three-fourths a
In
ia
relief
head. There
cup of milk and two caps
aenaltive
heated
the
alr-paeapray upon
of sifted flour, sifted again with two
including
All
75c.,
druggists
sagea.
rounding teaapoonfuls of baking powder
•praying tube, or mailed by Ely Bros., and half a teaapoonful of aalt. When
56 Warren Street, New York.
well mixed, beat iu one cup of cranberries, cut in halves. Bake about twenty"I don't aee any extraordinary emo- five minutes in a well-buttered muffin
tional display In that actress."
pan.
"My dear fellow," replied the manag- CBEAM CHEESE AND PBEBERVED GINer, "you have aeen her only on the atage.
*
OEB SANDWICHES.
You should see her when she gets thoroughly in earnect about collecting her
Chop preserved stem ginger very fine;
add ayrup from the jar if at hand, if not
back aalary."
use sweet cream. Mix the ginger aod
Medicines that aid nature are always liquid into an equal bulk of oream
Chamberlain'a Cough cheese. Spread bread prepared for
most effectual.
Remedy acts on this plan. It allays the .îandwiches with butter and then with
cough, relievea the lunga, opena the ae- the prepared mixture. Press together
cretiona and aida nature in restoring the in pairs.
«yatem to a healthy condition. ThouBANANA MU8H.
nands have tea titled to Its superior exRemove the skins from three bananas,
cellence. Sold by all dealers.
sorape with a silver knife to remove
Press through a
coarse threads, etc.
me
on
"Ton need to hold
yonr lap ricer into an
agate boiler; add a teafirst
we
were
when
married," spoonful of sugar, one-fourth a teaapoonevery day
complained Mrs. Bloggs.
ful of salt and one-fourth a cup of boilaaaerted
Mr.
Blogga. "Ton ing water and stir over the fire until boil"Tee,"
used to ait on my lap for ao boar at a
then let oook over boiling water
itretch. Now joa ait on me most of the ing,
(double boiler) ontll thiok. Serve with
time."
milk as a breakfast dish or at luncheon

I

Uncle Jo-

»'
•ieorgo 1). I'oftcr, seogi >ounuis>loaei
t
TLen in hot weather, everything ol' r!li|ft.lw!|iltia ami scout master of below they saw the bull working Jum
their troop, There were Panthers and as I have told you. Ilow tile j.'wels
UtilTuioeN, Sliver Foxes and Wolves, epalkled! They were oÇ,all colors, and
warm things Jusi. out of the oooker may
lilack Hears and Lious ou hand for the
chase. The Lious were the smallest
Kood way tu save heat, of course
boys in (be menagerie. It was rough
before
cooker
1h to warm the
you put
The hares
as a geuerul thing.
ln. Set a kettle of hot water going
didn't intend to be caught, and they
it and let the whole thing get hot.
chase. Even
way of using the fireles· ». led their chasers a pretty
A <:»no
as a means of KHVing heat
at that, the kill came near taking place
water can be kept hot in th
y
before the finish mark was crossed.

No. 12UG.—Ices For Many; 1. Justice.
4. Denti3. Practice.
2. Surplice.
frice. 5. Office. 6. Il<«lice. 7. Avarice.
10. Mice.
8. Dice. 9. It Ice.
No. 120U.—Beheadings: St-arch. st-ale,
sm-aiL
No. 1207.—Numerical Enigma: ElizaWords:
Barrett
beth
Browning.
Brown, rat. health, ring, zebra, big.

>r damp, or chronic rheumatism, and
-equire no Internal treatment whatever?
kpply Chamberlaln'a Liniment freely
tnd aee bow quickly It give· relief. For
el· by all dealer·.
J

from the
few tour-

tant murmur.
"What is it?"
The boy looked very solemn. "That
"Πι» is
s the bull grinding." he said.
grinding treasure. The rock falls hi m
Ills mill, which is a round, flat place.
In tbe middle of it stands an upright
«tone, and on the top of this stone a
heavy round beam is fastened by one
md. the other end being fastened to
:he bull's yoke. This beam Is reallv
in axle, for It sticks through the midlie of another great round stone that
itands on edge. Tbe bull walks around
the mill pushing the beam, which
Makes tbe millstone go forward and
it the same time around and around,
ω that it crushes everything beneath
!t. The rocks are always falling into
the mill, and they are crus lied into previous stones. A stream of water washes
them out. and sometimes we find them
You found one the
In the brooks.

boil) ΛΠd let
the cooker all nlRht. Large

ïs.'sï.ï

bull's cave. This cave Is far
isual roads of travel, so that
iste hear of it.
A number of years ago my
leph visited that country on
trip and happened to come
He
intrance of the cavern.

"There are
Jull's cave," said Pete.
Irendful things in there." he added
"Why do tbey call It the bull's cave?"
isked my uncle.
The boy led dim into what might he
•ailed the vestibule and said. "Listen."
They were silent and heard a low dis-

Ρ
(...ι a
λ laroe a
But if you have
large amount of meal
^ tQ gQ off

I Blow

In an out of the way corner of Pennsylvania people used to talk of tbe

u Ashing
taught
,*irth to conquer. The boys
upon the
he dignity of labor and the value of
proposed
":s fruits. They are taught to be honto the boy who wns acting as guide
orable In their dealings with each oththat they make torches of pine splinThey are
er and the world at large.
ters and venture in. To his great suract
t.nuglit to live right, think right,
prise the boy hung buck. "Come on.
right and be "prepared always" for Pete," said Uncle
Joseph. "Where I
of
the
to
facing
even
•my emergency,
nme from the boys would think tills
The
of
cause
humanity.
death In the
ι great lark."
"But they never have to go Into the
are

κίτκΛΒ. sur- V'

gandies.

Do yon know that fully nine ont of
ivery ten oaaea of rheomatiam are aim pi y
benmatism of the muaclea dne to cold

Ready, Alway· Ready!

If every oue adopted a motto as good
aa that adopted by the boy scouts the
world would be a happier place. "Be
Prepared" are the words and sign unJer which the youthful soldiers go

to be

Slice the red portion of six carrots
of carrot is needed), and pnt
(one
pictured? over pound
the Ore with a teaspoonful of sugar,

No. 1218.—Anagram Spelling Lesson.
lu each of these examples the problem Is to arrange the grouped letters
so that they will form a word agreeing with the accouipanylug deiiultlou:
1. Tullipanill. Very small.
2. Tenuto<»pmL AH powerful.
H. Missuupocor. Mixed up.
4. Smeetutsoup. Turbulent.
Author of a dlo5. Xlgoreecphrul.

HAVE

PARIS

?XPto ?or the', all

th., M

SOUP NIVERNAIS!.

This next one runs away from school,
Ami this gives melody,
An<l this. Imperious, claims a throne;

MONEY.

BORROW

ΐϊΖ P'.L" oh loST»

«

FRUIT, PLAIN SERVICE.
Cut the grape fruit into halves, crosswise to form two portions. Remove the
seeds. With a thin, sharp-pointed knife
cut around the pulp in each little «ection
of the fruit, so that eacb triangular
section of pulp may be lifted out with an
orange spoon or fork. Set the halves of
fruit on plates. A lace paper doily is
often laid between the fruit and plate.

^

value, just the

utove would

sfmmâ

*

Kvhat
^as

ar"S

00

Recipes.

There

COMPANY.

TRUST

PARIS

ΜΛ'Πή»:
,to
ί·'

it."

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.
fjr

College

twenty-four hours. Bread, too can be
put to rise in a warmed flrele·· cooler
it ία fctiuallv true, of couree, that ice
cream and lettuce can be kept cool η

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid

J

The pas stove at the Teacher·'

Then .he ailed In the

Puzzla.
of
This zigzag contains nine worde
If the words are
five letters euch.
rightly guessed and written oho below
another In correct order their zigzag
left
letters, beginning with the upper
lower
hand letter and ending with the
of
left hand letter, will spell the name
something we all enjoy of a morning.
who
The cross words are: 1. One
which
makes bread and cake. 2. That
is often competed for. 3. A company
4. Small, annoying Insects.
of shifts.
of
C. A name often applied to a mau
No.

of Λ11 Kinds fori
Building Purposes.

Lumber

and parrot, pelican.

—

CAN DO THINGS THE STOVE CAN T.

*·\

My second holds for all a charm
Not found In stress or toll.
balm
My whole's for sorrow sweetest
And soothes the world's turmoil.

MAINE.

NORWAY.

OF

Ï;

has two.
has one.
Yet every
can do
thing
other
no
work
Its
And can't be left undone.

BANK

NATIONAL

NORWAY

Barrows
Β.ΠΟ«°β«·

Of my first

not pay you.

THE

«rithout
1. To wish happiness to.
2. To command.
3. A large body of water.
4. The sound of a bell.
5. To cover from light

No. 1213.—Charade·.
L
The answer to this riddle queer
I'm very sure you often hear.
clear and
Prom stage and platform,
high.
the
sky.
It seems to soar above
call
Until my whole you'd scarcely
after all.
second,
first
my
My

receipt.

FARMERS

THOUGH dependent on the stove IT

spell something

and expenditures.
a

Ne. 1212.—Primal Acrostic.
tbe
All the words described contain
When these
lame number of letters.
initials will
ire rightly guessed the
we could not well do

Abandoned Farm

A WEIGHTY REASON.

ever

We sell them, you need

making
one.

DAVIS. Agent. South Paris.

SiSÇ;
wet}''rA^rt·

We neol nun to tri/n In three
lUons paying WM/f*. weekly
J*"
hort hours, btvm demand no*·
toccet
nr jfc work,
jffve years of

JWL·*

J Portland

tt—i-'O *11 m
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